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Three juveniles charged in park vandalism
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Following an anonymous tip, the
Murray Police Department charged
three juveniles with causing $5,000 in
damage to Christmas in the Park decorations at Murray-Calloway Central
Park last weekend.

The unidentified male juveniles,
ranging in age from 15 to 17 years,
have been charged with first degree
criminal mischief.
According to a news release, MPD
Detective Todd Clere was led to the
juveniles through a tip provided to the
sheriff's department's school resource
officer at Calloway County High

School.
The juveniles were charged through
a court designated worker following the
tip, interviews and an investigation.
Two of the juveniles are Murray residents while the third lives in the county, according to police. They are currently in the custody of their parents.

Murray-Calloway County Parks
Superintendent Matt Martin said he
was glad to see MPD officials make an
arrest so quickly, but was saddened to
hear the crime was committed by
youngsters.
"I feel sorry for them and I just hope
it teaches them a life lesson," Martin
said. "We will do what we can to help

them learn that lesson. I'm sure they
will get community service out of it.
"I would hope the judge would send
them to us so we can show them how
hard people work on the parks," Martin
added. "They are so young and I hope
they learn a good lesson out of this. I
know everybody makes mistakes." :
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MHS parking
lot project
put on hold
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Laying of new pavement on
Murray High School's parking
lot and reconstruction of existing drainage systems to avoid
constant flooding will have to
wait
until
the
Murray
Independent School District's
Board of Education determines
costs involved from suggested
additional projects.
Members of the board
delayed filing a construction
request with the Kentucky
Department of Education during
a meeting last night until the
additional cost of new lighting
could be determined. The total
propet was ****1111Ned the neat
logical and most important step
in on-going reconstruction at the
school.
Citing numerous potholes
and fltioding that could present a
threat to student and public safety, MHS Principal Teresa Speed
told the board that a new parking
lot was the most important item
remaining on a list of 34 facility
construction needs.
"I think it's the next step that
would have the biggest impact,"
Speed said.
Superintendent Bob Rogers
told the board that the total cost
of paving and drainage reconstruction would be about
$150,000.
Funding could be available if
the state approves a request to
use funds left over from previMHS
Murray
ous
and
Elementary School projects
from 2001. However a suggestion that new lighting may also
be needed led the board to delay
filing a request to the KDA for
approval until the urgency and
cost of the added expense could
be evaluated.
Rogers pointed out that funding used on the construction
project, if approved, is restricted
to capital and facilities construction only and cannot be used for
general fund expenses such as
teacher salaries, classroom
expenses. utilities and transportation.
The board is planning a special-called meeting soon to take
action on the proposal. because
the funding request needs to be
made soon to have it approved
by the state in time for construenon to take place during the
summer. A time and date has not
yet been determined.
In other business, the board
briefly discussed the district's
draft $9 million budget for the
2008-09 school year. Rogers
told the board that he was pre-
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senting a "flat" budget with no
increase and "hopefully" no
decrease until he can find out
what the Kentucky legislature is
going to do during this year's
biennial session.
The state is facing a nearly
$300 million shortfall and
school districts have been told to
expect less funding for the coming year. Rogers said this morning that the district's budget is in
a state of flux until more information is available.
"It really is pretty unreliable
right now because of the uncertainty of the state budget," he
said.
In other action, the board
4epeat from Sandra
Duguid, an accountant with
Kern & Duiguid Associates of
Hopkinsville, that an audit conducted on records from the
2006-07 school year was very
successful. Dniguid commended
the district for keeping a wellordered set of books.
"We found everything to be
in good order. Everyone is doing
a good job,- she said.
Duiguid said the district has
total assets of $22,939,721 with
$13,300,000 in liabilities leaving net assets of about $9.7 million or little more than $2.5 million over last year.
However she told the board
that auditing procedure and
expenses would increase in
future years due to governmentmandated requirements that
essentially add up to hiring a
second auditor to check the initial audit. All government entities including school boards and
city and county government fall
under the new requirements
which will likely cost additional
funds to remain in compliance.
In other action, the board:
•approved non-resident contracts with Graves. Marshall and
Mayfield Independent school
districts for the 2008-09 school
year. Rogers noted that the district's contract with Calloway
County schools is already current.
•turned down an offer from
the state School Facilities
Construction Commission to
provide $17,235 in funding
annually to help pay the distri.:t's annual debt service on
bonds to be sold for renovation
and construction of facilities.
The offer was turned down on
Roger's
recommendation
because the move would have
required the district to place
more than $1.4 million in build-
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I THINK IT'S FLOODED: Bill Van Zant stares at his partially submerged car after he drove into high water Thursday in Bowling
Green, Ky. Heavy rains and high winds battered parts of Kentucky as a front moved through the state and dropped temperatures back to more January-like weather.

Myers sworn-in on Calloway board
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The Kentucky Statutory Oath
for Board Members and the
Kentucky Constitutional Oath
were administered to Bonnie
LeeAnn
Thursday
Myers
evening during a meeting of the
Calloway County Board of
Education. Myers won the
November election for the
District 2 seat defeating Jenger
Coursey DeShields.
Myers will now finish the
term on the board for the seat
that was vacated when Linda
Avery assumed the duties of
Calloway County circuit clerk.
Myers also serves on the
Kentucky Board of Education's
Parents Advisory Council and
has represented the Parents
Teachers Association at the
state level, it was reported.
The county's school board
members were recognized during the meeting as they joined
others in marking the 100th
anniversary of "local school
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
board governance as part of
Jan Pigg, left, school business administrator for the Calloway County School System, adminKentucky's observation of
Member isters the Kentucky Statutory Oath for Board Members and the Kentucky Constitutional Oath
School
Board
Recognition Month." Among to Bonnie LeeAnn Myers during Thursday evening's meeting of the Calloway County Board of
those expressing appreciation to Education.
the county school board were the recognition of the board, student-focused leaders to serve are making to quality learning in
faculty, staff and administrators School Superintendent Steve on our school board. The contri- our schools are too often overfrom throughout the county Hoskins commented last week, butions that Terry Bourland, Jeff
"This community is indeed for- Gordon, Steve Grogan, LeeAnn
school system.
In a press release announcing tunate to have chosen a group of Myers and Richard Smothertnan •See Page 2A
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Budget
chairs will
resist cuts in
education

Murray man
struck by vehicle
Staff Report
A 44-year-old Murray man was taken to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Tuesday after being struck by a ca.
he
Rodger D. Outland WAS hit early Tuesday morning when
was
who
Murray.
of
74,
Moths,
Teddy
stepped into the path of
Street,
driving northbound on South 16th Street approaching Henry
nt.
Departme
Police
Murray
the
from
release
press
a
to
g
accordin
16th
of
middle
the
in
man
a
saw
he
Morris said in the report
he
Street walking southbound on the yellow line. Mortis reported
vehihis
of
path
the
into
walked
Outland
but
right
the
swerved t6
cle.
WAS
Outland was transported to ivICCH via ambulance where he
son.
spokeper
hospital
a
to
g
accordin
ed.
discharg
later
admitted hut

Marshall County
investigating accident
Stall Report
BENTON. Ky. — A Thursday
traffic accident at the intersecand
of Wadesboro
tion
Slickback Road is under investigation by the Marshall C'ounty
Department. the
Sheriff 's
Marshall County Sheriff's
Department reported.
According to the department's
release. Kimberly Basharn. 36,
rif Hardin, was northbound on
Si'adesboro Road when she ran
the stop sign at Slickback Road
and struck a %chicle operated by
Teresa McMullin
According to the report, otti
cers found mArquanJ and prc

MISD photo
Donnie Winchester, Laura
er.
Alexand
Stuart
left.
from
row
front
are,
s
Member
MISD Board
Pitman, standing from left. Mark Vinson and Dr Richard Crouch

scription medicine in Basham's
vehicle.
Basham was transported by
Marshall County EMS to
Marshall County Hospital
where she was seen in the emergency room and transferred to
another facility however a hospital spokesperson declined to
say where.
McMullin and two children
were transported by EMS to
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital. Attempts to reach a
hospital spokesperson for information was unsuccessful this
morning.

•MHS parking ...
From Front

Gambling opponents
testify Thurs. against
legalizing casinos

ing fund money and $569,367 in
capital outlay funds into an
SFCC escrow account. Rogers
said the district will need the
building fund dollars for future
bond and interest payments.
•was honored by the district
for their exemplary service to
the Murray Independent School
District. The honor was conducted in observance of the
state's School Board Member
Recognition Month. MISD
marks the 100th anniversary of
local school board governance.
--the contributions that Mr.
Dr.
Alexander,
(Stuart)
(Richard) Crouch, Mrs. (Laura)
Pitman. Mr.(Mark) Vinson and
Mr. (Donnie) Winchester are
making to quality learning in
our schools are too often overlooked.- Rogers said in a news
release.
"Sometimes people forget

that school board decisions can
be just as vital to student
achievement as are quality
classroom teaching, nutritional
meals in the cafeteria, dependable transportation on our buses
and a safe learning climate
inside our buildings." Rogers
added. "For all these reasons,
we're proud of our board members and invite the community
to join our district family in
hononng them this month."
Alexander. a 1982 MHS
graduate has served since
January 2001. Also a MHS
graduate. Winchester stepped on
board in *January of 2003.
Pitman. a two-year Prichard
Committee (a state-wide citizen
advocacy group for improved
schools member), has served on
the board since July, 2005.
Vinson. a 1977 MHS graduate.
is the newest board member
who was elected last year.
Crouch previously served from

I.RANKFORT, Ky.(AP) Gambling opponents urged lawmak.
ers on Thursday to defeat any proposals to legalite casino gambling
Gov. Steve Beshear wants lawmakers to pass a constitutional
If the
amendment aimed at legaliting casino gambling in Kentucky.
then
General Assembly approves the proposal. Kentuckians would
get to vote on it.
'(X)
lieshear. a Democrat, says the state could collect more than
million in annual tax revenue front the plan. A state legislative panel
re. which resumed Staff Report
is resiewing the gambling issue for the legislatu
week.
In what was a brief meeting Thursday evening.
its work this
John-Mark Hack is a spokesman tor All .111l1-iasino group called the Murray City Council unanimously appointed
moral Marsha Owens, manager of the new Hampton Inn
Say No To Casinos. He says legallied gambling will lead to
& Suites, to the Murray Convention and Visitors
problems

1985 through 1988 and was reelected in 1993 and has served
to present. Each member has
been elected to serve a four-year
term.
According to the guidelines
established by the Kentucky
General Assembly members of
boards of education shall
receive no salaries, but members of boards of education may
receive a per diem of $75 per
meeting. not to exceed $2,000
for the calendar year.
Rogers said their school
records indicate that MISD
board members have never
taken pay for the community
service. "The money has
always been given back to our
students in the system."
Rogers explained the current
five board members have selected their school student organization for their stipend to be
donated.

By The Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The chairmen of the House and
Senate budget committees said
that lawmakers
Thursday
should resist cutting education
when putting together a state
spending plan for the next two
years amid sluggish revenues.
"When we do talk about any
potential cuts, the last place that
we can afford to cut is education," said Sen. Charlie Borders,
R-Grayson, chairman of the
Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
Rep. Harry Moberly, DRichmond, who heads the
House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, warned
that the most damaging cuts for
Kentucky would be reductions
in the formula for funding public elementary and secondary
schools.
"I'm going to do everything I
can to try to prevent that from
happening," he said. "Because
when you do that, you get to the
y bre of our educational
svyesrtem

The lawmakers spoke at a
legislative workshop sponsored
Press
Kentucky
the
by
Association, The Associated
National
Press and the
Conference of Editorial Writers.
Their comments came amid
the grim backdrop of projected
budget shortfalls for the current
budget year and in the fiscal
year that begins in July.
"We're in a very serious
budget situation," Moberly said
Gov. Steve Beshear, who
took office last month, recently
announced spending cuts for
various state agencies that whittled about $78 million from the
more than $430 million expected shortfall in the current budget year. He also authorized the
state to use about $145 million
left over from the previous fiscal year and about $42 million
t in unbodgeted or excess fun&
found throughout state government to help cover the gap.
Bureau to serve a three year term.
Borders said Thursday that
Owens was previously manager of the
state has endured tough fisthe
before
Tenn.,
Paris.
Hampton Inn & Suites in
before, and predicted
times
cal
transferring to the Murray location.
lawmakers will work through
the current financial pinch.

Owens named to Visitors Bureau
during brief city council meeting

III Calloway board ...
From Front
looked.
"Our school hoard is responsible for balancing our $29 million budget, setting the directional policy for the school ‘ys-

tent, deciding on the school year
calendar, dealing with the final
step in student disciplinary
issues and acting on concerns
raised by people about their
school system... Hoskins said.
"Sometimes people forget

SUNDAY OPEN HOUSES
Sunday, Jan. 13 • 1 - 3 p.m.

110 Queensway - $129,900
BR 2 BA with new appliances.
Must see Remodeled
replacement windows, new Misusing and HVAC
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panic is being felt across the
state. We listened to a Web cast
this week from state officials
requesting cuts now and into the
next fiscal year.- he said. "I
think it's a bit premature for us
to panic at this point. We've got
to pass our draft budget in order
to begin building a budget for
next year. We are trying to estimate our revenue strengths and
our expected expenses."
Hoskins added,"The straight
of it is that the Kentucky
Department of Education is
looking at a 3 percent cut now
through June and they will take
care of that without affecting the
local districts. They have asked
us to prepare a budget for the
2008-2(8)9 school year that
includes up to a possible 7 percent cut. It's all up in the air
right now. We will look everywhere but in the classrooms for
cuts I don't know what's going

to happen. We have to approve
the draft budget included in the
consent agenda items. In May
we'll have to actually forward a
tentative budget that we are
working on.He said a large group of
school supenntendents will be
traveling to Frankfort later this
month to meet with legislators
to discuss "the budget's impact
on education. -They are good at
listening to our concerns,- he
said. "I expect we'll all be hearing a lot about the education
budget in this year's General
Session."
Hoskins also updated the
board on current renovation
projects in the school system
and said they should start thinking about the district's facilities
plan. "We need to be thinking
about what we're going to do
next. We need to prioritize some
things. It can take months to
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that school board decisions can
be just as vital to student
achievement as are quality
classroom teaching. nutritional
meals in the cafetena. dependable transportation on our buses
and a safe learning climate
inside our buildings," he added.
"For all of these reasons, we're
proud of our board members and
invite the community to join our
district family in honoring them
this month."
During his report. Hoskins
briefly discussed possible funding cuts in education. Pie cuts
have recently been proposed by
Gov. Steve Beshear's new
Administration as a way to help
with addressing projected budget shortfalls for the current year
and the next fiscal year.
"Everybody's hearing a lot
about budget cuts. We've been
getting e-mails from various
state officials and it seems like

.)
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FEATURE HOME

prepare, so we need to see what
we need to do."
The rising cost of fuel and
the amount of extracurricular
travel was mentioned."The time
may be coming when we're
going to have to look at reining
in some of this travel." Hoskins
said. "With fuel costs climbing
and even higher fuel costs being
mentioned, at some point we
may have limit some things."
An election of officers was
held during a special meeting of
the Calloway County School
District Finance Corporation.
Named to those positions were:
Jeff Gordon. president; Terry
Bourland, vice president; Steve
Hoskins, secretary; and Jan
Pigg, treasurer.
Items
Consent Agenda
included Family Resources and
Youth Services Centers assurance certification; performance
Facilities
School
bond;
Construction Commission offer
of assistance; non-residents contracts; draft budget for 2008-09.
and mid-year financial and programmatic report for the
DTC/AEC programs.
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Very impressive 2500 sq. ft. custom home within Murray
city limits on more than an acre. All the extras including inground
pool and a second 2 car detached garage/shop. Must see to believe
at $274,000. Call for more information. MLS It 42436.

115 South 4th St. • Murray, KY • 761-5700
www.crye-leike.com
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Obituaries
Richard Lee Dowdy
Richard Lee Dowdy, 81, Cherry Corner Road, Murray, died
Thursday, Jan. 10, 2008, at 6:25 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Vernon Earl Futrell
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The funeral tor Vernon Earl Futrell will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Elijah
Salentine will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Tripp Furches, Rudy
Johnson, Darrell Broach, Dale Broach, and his
nephews. Burial will follow in the Bethlehem
Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to
8 p.m. today (Friday). Online condolences may be
made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mr. Futrell, 76, Murray, died Wednesday, Jan.
9, 2008, at 9:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born July 2, 1931, in Trigg County, he
was the son of the late Barney Futrell and Opha
Futrell
Jackson Futrell. He was of Baptist faith and had
worked for Furches Farms for nearly 48 years.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dina A. Futrell, to whom he was
married Feb. 14, 1991; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Vicky Parker and
husband, Jerry, Dickson, Tenn.; one stepson, David D. Stokes,
Murray; one stepgrandson, David Wade, Almo; two sisters, Mrs.
Callie Knott and husband, Willard, Almo, and Mrs. June Pritchett
and husband, James, Dexter; four brothers, Wavel Futrell,
Hammond, Ind., Lanis Futrell and wife, Lavonia, and Glenn Futrell
and wife, Peggy, all of Murray, and Frank Futrell, Sedalia.

Mrs. Jeannie Faye Howell
Mrs. Jeannie Faye Howell, 58, Benton, died Wednesday. Jan. 9,
2008. Her death was from injuries sustained in a traffic accident in
Marshall County.
A homemaker, she was a member of Vanzora Baptist Church.
She was the daughter of the late Shields Castleberry and Wanda
Bryan Castleberry.
Survivors include her husband, David Howell; one daughter,
Julie Guyton, Bloomington, Ill.; one son, Jason Howell, Hardin; one
brother, Bryan Castleberry, Benton; three grandchildren, Gracey
Howell, Brooks Guyton and William Guyton.
The funeral will be Saturday at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Randy McClure will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Vanzora Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Friday).

Mrs. Rose Marie Farris
The funeral for Mrs. Rose Marie Farris will be today (Friday) at
1 p.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Rev.
Jack Henshaw and Rev. Glen Cope will officiate. Burial will follow
in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Online condolences may
be made at www.imesmillencom.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Gideons of Murray,
P.O. Box 931. Murray, KY 42071 or American Cancer Society, c/o
Pat Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Farris, 57, Benton, died Wednesday. Jan. 9. 2008, at 2 p.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Hamlet Missionary Baptist Church,
Benton. Born April 20, 1950, she was the daughter of the late
Theodore O'Bryan and Carrie Henderson O'Bryan. One brother,
Charles O'Bryan, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Ronald Farris; two brothers,
Joseph O'Bryan. Graves County, and Michael O'Bryan, Murray;
five sisters, Mrs. Gloria Dowdy and husband, limes, and Mrs. Ann
Workman, all of Murray, Mrs. Betty Kelly and husband, Ray,
Colorado, and Mrs. Nancy Teckenbrock and husband. Richard, and
Mrs. Alice Goheen and husband. Tommy, all of Benton.

Mrs. Mirah Jane Wadlington
The funeral for Mrs. Mirah Jane Wadlington will be today
(Friday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Wingo.
Bro. Bobby Crittendon will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jesse Courtney, Earl McAlister, Michael
Oxford, Justin Oxford, Lynn Mason, Terry Jackson, Brian Ashley,
David Carter and Dayton Sanders. Burial will follow in the
Arlington Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Wadlington, 86, Wingo, died Tuesday, Jan. 8,2008, at 1:30
p.m. at her home.
A homemaker, she was a member of Wingo Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her parents, Wiley Franklin and
Effie Lena Bridgman Jones; three sisters, Alma Louise Jones, Elvie
Nipp and Burla Beasley: four brothers, Elmer, Jesse. Bobby and
Wiley Jones Jr.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Mirah Elizabeth Mason,
Wingo; one son. Steve Zea, Murray; five grandchildren; II greatgrandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.

Anbar ready for Iraqi control
WASHINGTON (AP) Iraq's western province of
Anbar, hotbed of the Sunni Arab
insurgency for the first four
years of the war, will be
returned to Iraqi control in
March, a senior U.S. general
said Thursday.
In a telephone interview from
Iraq, Marine Maj. Gen. Walter
E. Gaskin, commander of the
roughly 35,(X)0 Marine and
Army forces in Anbar, said levels of violence have dropped so
significantly - coupled with
the growth and development of
Iraqi security forces in the
province - that Anbar is ready
to be handed back to the Iraqis.
Thus far, nine of 18 Iraqi
provinces have reverted to Iraqi
control, most recently the southern province of Basra in
December. The process has gone
substantially slower than the
Bush
administration once
hoped, mainly because of obstacles to developing sufficient
Iraqi police and army forces.
But Defense Secretary Robert
Gates said Thursday that he
expects the process to continue.
Gates also said he was
encouraged by security gains
achieved in Anbar and Baghdad
in the year since President Bush
ordered an extra 30,000 U.S.
troops to those areas of Iraq in
what became known as a
"surge." Gates said it has created new promise for longdelayed political reconciliation.
"We clearly are hoping that
the reconciliation and improvement in the political environment that has taken place at the
local and provincial level over
the past number of months will
now meet further progress coming at the national level," Gates
told a Pentagon news conference.
Gates ticked of a list of statistical indicators of recent security improvements in Iraq. He did
not mention the plan to return
Anbar to Iraqi control in March.
but did say the province has
seen a remarkable turnaround on
the security front over the past
year.
"Anbar province, once considered a stronghold of alQaida, has been reclaimed for
the Iraqi people," Gates said.

Having been largely driven successful in Afghanistan," and into a broad-based backlash
out of Anbar, insurgents shifted to keep the Taliban "on their against al-Qaida among Iraq's
first to Baghdad and more back foot," Gates said.
Sunni Arab community began in
recently to the northern
Visiting
Iraqi
Defense Anbar in late 2006. Americans
provinces of Diyala and Minister Abdul-Qader
al- recruited Sunni sheiks to help
Ninewa.
Obeidi, appearing with Gates, oust al-Qaida from their home
Gaskin said that a provincial also mentioned the turnaround turf, and the movement spread
security
committee
under in Anbar. He asserted that the to former militants who once
Anbar's governor has been situation has improved to the fought U.S. and Iraqi soldiers.
established and has rehearsed point where Iraqi forces are able
Gaskin, who is scheduled to
procedures for handling any to fight on their own, although return to his home base at Camp
security crisis that might devel- that is a view not shared by U.S. Lejeune, N.C., in February
op.
commanders.
when he is replaced by Marine
Under a plan accepted by the
"I can say that the Anbar Maj. Gen. John Kelly from
Iraqi government as well as the province, which was the hottest Camp Pendleton, Calif., arrived
top two American authorities in area of Iraq, does not now need in Anbar in February 2007. That
Iraq - Ambassador Ryan any (U.S.) forces because the was a turning point in the secuCrocker and Gen. David (number) of the attacks is now rity situation in the provincial
Petraeus - the U.S. military zero for months now, the Iraqi capital of Ramadi. The city is
will transfer control of Anbar to minister said, speaking through now largely pacified - a state
provincial authorities in March. an interpreter.
of affairs that few would have
followed by a ceremony in
As recently as 18 months ago predicted a year ago.
April. Gaskin said.
Anbar was the central strongReferring to the decision to
"We all agree that, based on hold of al-Qaida in Iraq, the return all of Anbar to Iraqi
the requirements, Anbar will be shadowy insurgent group that provincial control in March.
ready by that time," Gaskin said, U.S. officials say is largely led Gaskin, recalling the unsettled
speaking from his Multi- by foreign terrorists but populat- situation he faced when first
National Force West headquar- ed mainly by Iraqis.
arriving, said, "I didn't expect it
ters in Fallujah, about 25 miles
What recently has developed to happen so fait."
west of Baghdad.
The return of security control
to Iraqi authorities in March
does not mean U.S. troops will
leave Anbar. Two Marine battalInvestments Since 1854
ions, numbering roughly 1,500
troops, that were sent as part of
the 2007 buildup are due to
Do* Jones Ind. Avg,. .12689.9. 163.5
leave Anbar in about May.
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The funeral for Mrs. Elsie Boggess Williams will be Saturday at
11 a.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ where she was the oldest member. John Dale will officiate. Singing will be by the
Glendale Road Church singers.
Pallbearers will be Tommy Boggess, Grant
Williams, Bill Gage, Donnie Williams, Nate
Kenney and Andy Kenney. active; Homer Bullard,
Wayne Ezell, Tyler Boggess, Daniel BrazeIton and
Mitchell Williams. honorary. Burial will follow in
the Coles Camp Ground Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home of Murray from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Friday) and at the church after 9 a.m. Saturday.
Online condolences may be sent to www.yorkfu• William
neralhome.com
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alive Hospice, 1718
Patterson St.. Nashville, TN 37203.
Mrs. Williams. 104. formerly of Murray, Ky.. died Monday. Jan.
7. 2008, at 5:30 p.m. at the home of her granddaughter, Sandy
Williams. in Hennitage. Tenn.
A graduate of Kirksey High School. she attended Bowling Green
:University Extension and was a member of the first class of Murray
:Normal School. now Murray State University. A retired teacher, she
had taught at three schools.
She was married Sept. 5. 1925, to Will Noah Williams. who died
:in 1980. Also preceding her in death were three sons, Nelson
'Williams. Tom Williams and Donald Williams; one daughter-inlaw, Emma Crawford Williams; one granddaughter,Catherine Rose
Williams: one sister, Irene Humphrey: one brother, M.V. Boggess;
half sister. Minnie Workman Boggess; half brother. 011ie Workman.
Born July 16, 1903 in Calloway County. she was the daughter of the
late Thomas Richard Boggess and Elizabeth Ann Austin Boggess.
Survivors include two daughters-in-law, Ruth V. Williams. Fort
Washington. Md.. and Janet C. Ploutis, Virginia; five nieces. Emma
Jean Cooper. Mary Jo Dortch. Rosie Burkeen. Doris Hopkins and
Gail Gage; one nephew. James (Tiny) Boggess: II grandchildren;
21 great- grandchildren; five great-great-grandchildren.

MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL
BASKETBALL FISH FRY
Sunday, Jan. 13th • 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Murray Middle School Cafeteria

753-6069
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
All returns filed electronically.

Tickets $10 for adults & $8 child (12 and

under)
Tickets are available by calling 270-293-2479
or at the door on Sunday. Jan. 13th.

2008 RELAY
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Paid Obituary
Mrs. Elsie Boggess Williams
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CAPTAINS MEETING
Monday, January 14 • 5:45 p.m.
Weaks Community Center
We're kicking off 2008 with the first
Team Captains Meeting of the new year.
Team captain's packets are ready with
all the information you need to get your team
organized for 2008.

RELAY 101
Monday, January 14 • 5:30 p.m.
Weaks Community Center
Introducing RedPIurn
Yrii•

scurx
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•

:

your computer.

A special session for new team captains will be held at
5:30 p.m. At this session, Rosanne Radke will provide
answers to all your questions about how to have
a successful Relay team.

Register Early For Best Campsite Selection
The earlier you pay your team registration tee of $ ISO, the
earlier you get to make your campsite selection. We're back
home at Stewart Stadium this year so register now to get
your favorite campsite on or off the track!
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The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area .in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

Now is the
time to act
Kentucky lawmakers have had nine months to
think about what needs to be done about the ailing pension systems for public employees, sure in
the knowledge that the problems plaguing the systems haven't been solved. Lawmakers should
know by now what the viable options are and
what it will cost to make changes.
Now it is time to act.
When the 2007 legislative session ended, a pension fix bill that passed the Senate had just failed
in the House. That bill called for major change in
the funding mechanism. What is now a generous
defined benefit plan for public employees at the
state and local level would have been changed
partially to a defined contribution plan, where
workers and the state would contribute to retirement accounts, much like 401(k) plans common in
the private sector. The bill also called for heavy
borrowing to infuse cash into the retirement systems to make up for years of inadequate state
funding.
After the 2007 session was over, a task force
began meeting to study the pension and healthbenefits systems and make recommendations. The
recommendations that came out in December
included increasing the number of years of service
and the age to be eligible for retirement (it is 27
years of service for most workers now), doing
away with automatic annual cost-of-living increases
for retirees and the borrowing of $1 billion to
cover the unfunded liabilities of the system.
There is a strong desire among many that any
changes should apply only to future workers and
not to current workers. That may very well be the
impetus needed to make reform happen and still
leave the state in a position to keep its promises
to state employees, teachers and local city and
county workers operating under the current systems. New workers would come in knowing what
lies ahead for them in terms of retirement and
health benefits. Borrowing to put the systems on
solid ground isn't appealing, but it may be necessary.
Some sort of conversion to a defined contribution plan for future workers, combined with
longer years of service before becoming eligible for
full benefits, is a move we could support.
Here's the bottom line: Every legislator should
know by now that the state and local governments are being forced to pay ever-higher pension
and health-benefit costs into systems that, while
generous, have simply become unaffordable.
They must act during the 2008 session to put
the pension systems on a track to sustainability
while being as fair as possible to current and
future employees.
— Messenger-Inquirer
Owensboro, Ky.
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Wal-Mart's turnaround
Many in Calloway County have
spent a good chunk of time and money
at Wal-Mart — that quintessential
American company that has a love-hate
relationship with consumers and public
officials alike.
Everybody loves
a bargain. and WalMart is sometimes
hard to beat in the
discount department.
The giant retailer's
constant expansion
can bring piles of
jobs to strapped
areas - albeit at the
expense of mom-npop shops and local
Legislative downtowns.
Update
But over the last
By Rep Melvin decade. the American
Henley
public and elected
D-Murray
officials began to
frown at the lengths
to which the costcutting company would go to hold the
bottom line - pnmarily its determination
to avoid giving affordable health insurance to its 1.7 million employees.
including the 32.0(10 in Kentucky.
• I tried to address this timbfem in
2006 by filing a hill that would have

required Wal-Mart and other large companies to report their employment levels
and health care spending to the state,
and to pay some money into a "fair
share" fund, for use in helping to subsidize the Medicaid program, if their
health care spending fell below 10 percent of total wages.
The bill made it out of the Banking
and Insurance Committee, but never
came to a vote in the Kentucky House.
However, similar legislation was filed
in 37 other states, and California and
Maryland actually passed laws that
basically required Wal-Mart to spend
more money for employee health care.
Even Bill Clinton, who had kept an
eye on Wal-Mart since his days as
Arkansas governor, got involved and
urged the company's top brass to work
toward being a better employer.
The gathering public and legislative
storm got the attention of Wal-Mart's
top executives, who have spent the last
three years trying to improve the company's health care situation.
The good news is ... it's working.
Wal-Mart now provides health insurance to about 100,000 more employees
than it did three years ago. It still
insures-fewer than half of its U.S.
employees, but we all have to start

somewhere, right? Let's recognize
progress where it occurs.
Employees can now buy 2,400 different types of generic prescription
drugs for $4 a month, after the company slashed prices for its workers. A
similar, but more limited, program is
available to Wal-Mart customers who
struggle with the cost of medicine.
The retail giant is also kicking
around ideas for other health care initiatives, including opening weight-loss
clinics at its 4,000 stores. It's even
considering selling health insurance
itself.
Wal-Mart is the nation's largest
retailer, as well as the largest privatesector employer. As such, it has a huge
interest — financially and in terms of
public relations — in keeping its workforce healthy and happy.
The company's turnaround on the
health care issue is an excellent example ot what can happen when public
pressure is brought to bear - along
with an appeal to smart business strategy.
Rep. Henley represents Kentucky's
5th House District of Calloway County
and a portion of Trigg County.

Questions about Bill Clinton's role
WASHINGTON (API -Former President Clinton has
become a central player in
his wile's presidential campaign. Yet as Hillary Rodham Clinton seeks to build
upon her New Hampshire
comeback momentum, that
role is evolving and coming
under new scrutiny.
His recent sharp comments
about chief rival Barack
Mama, including accusing
the Illinois senator of engaging in a "fairy tale" on Iraq.
could alienate some Democratic voters. However his
populanty among Democrats
remains high, a blessing that
could cut both ways.
In the days leading up to
Tuesdays New Hampshire
primary, the former president
turned up the heat in cnticiting Obama, accusing him
of lacking expenence and of
overstating his earlier public
opposition to the Iraq war.
Such attack tactics usually
are left to surrogates in a
campaign. or to a vice presidential candidate once party
nominees are selected.
At the same time. Bill
Clinton's comments about his
wife sometimes seem at odds
with her efforts to cast herself as an agent of both
expenence and change.
As he stumped for her
Sunday night. the former
president said, "We can't be
a new story." He went on to
suggest that he couldn't
make his wife more like
Obama. "I can't make her
younger, taller, male. There's
a lot I can't do."'
'The chemistry between the
former first couple has
seemed a little awkward of
late as he stands behind her
at rallies, sometimes looking
out of place. Still, in her
victory comments cm Iliesday
night. she called him and

their
daughter
Chelsea the
two most
important
people in
her life.
polisin
Exit
New
Hampshire
Washington on Tuesday
ntght
Today
showed that
By Tom Raum
Bill Clinton
Assoaated
remains
Press Writer
hugely popular among
voters in the Democratic primary. Some 143 percent had
a favorable opinion of him.
Her approval level was 75
percent.
In fact, 56 percent of
those who supported his wife
said they would have voted
for a third term for her husband — had that been constitutionally possible — compared with a quarter of
Obama's supporters and a
third of the supporters of
John Edwards who said they
would, according to exit
polls for Ilse Associated
Press and the television networks.
The former president is
expected to continue to play
an active role in his wife's
campaign as it moves toward
contests in Nevada next
week and South Carolina on
Jan. 26, and on to "Super
Tuesday- on Feb. 5 when 21
states vote.
With so many states in
play at once, visits by candidate spouses -become more
important than ever.- said
Democratic strategist Paul
Regal& a longtime adviser to
Bill Clinton.
As to the former president's stepped up attacks on
Obouna. "It's just pan of the

business. Barack's been pretty tough on President Clinton
as well,- Begala said. "Let's
not make him out to be an
attack dog. His best use is
as a character witness for
his wife. He is able to tell
voters what the real Hillary
is like. the Hillary I've
known for 16 years but voters haven't.Bill Clinton's role in
South Carolina could be
important in trying to take
votes away from Obama
among black Democrats, a
group with which the former
president has been particularly popular.
"I think the bottom line is
he helps her." said Stephen
J. Wayne, a presidential
scholar at Georgetown University. The former president
may remind voters of the
past rather than the future.
but "she herself reminds
everyone of the past when
she uses her 'experience'
theme." Wayne said the New
York senator would raise
more eyebrows if the reverse
were true — if he wasn't
out campaigning for her.
Yet among some Democrats, his high-profile presence
is troublesome. And some
fear that if he becomes too
critical of Mama it could
backfire.
-One head needs to roll
more than any other: Bill's,"
former Clinton consultant
Dick Morris wrote in an
opinion piece in Wednesday
editions of The Hill newspaper. "His role in the campaign has been destructive
from the moment he took
the public stage on Hillary's
behalf."
On Monday night, the former president went to Dartmouth College in Hanover,
N.H. — an area where
Obama was surging — and

accused Obama of misrepresenting himself on the Iraq
war.
While Obama spoke out
against the war in 2002
while he was an Illinois
state senator, he suggested a
year later that "there was no
difference" between himself
and Bush on the war, Clinton asserted. "Give me a
break. This whole thing is
the biggest fairy tale I have
ever seen." he said.
"Former President Clinton
has continued to mischaracterize my record on this and
we're going to have to call
him on it." Mama responded on Wednesday. "I
opposed this war from the
start," he told National Public Radio.
Candidate Clinton also
weighed in. "The facts are
indisputable," she said. "Senator °barna made a speech
in 2002 against the war in
Iraq and he deserves credit
for that Then by 2004, he
was publicly saying that he
didn't know how he would
have voted had he actually
been in the Senate and actually agreed with George
Bush on the conduct of the
war.
"He said he would never
vote to fund the war,- she
said Wednesday in an interview with CNN. "And then
in 2005 and 2006 and 2007,
he voted for $300 billion
worth of funding."
Tons Raurn has covered
Washington for The Associated Press since 1973, including five presidencies.
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COMMUNITY
Youth Services Centers express
appreciation for toys donated

Meson
HAPPY

Angel Alert issued

An Angel Alert for an electric washing
By Jo Burkeen machine is needed for a family. Anyone having one to donate is asked to call the CalCommunity
loway County Family Resource Center at 762Editor
7333.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

All-District Band concerts Saturday
The KMEA All-District Band concerts by various high and
middle schools in the district will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at
Murray State University auditorium. All interested parties are
encouraged to attend. There will be a $3 donation accepted at
the door.

MSU Women's Society plans event
Murray State University Women's Society will have a potluck
brunch on Saturday from 10:30 a.m. to '12:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center banquet room. Each one is asked to bring a dish
to share. Coffee, tea and water will be provided. Membership
dues for 2007-2008 will be taken. For information contact
Laynie Alba Mitchell at 761-4804 or layniealba@gmail.com

CCHS Project Graduation meeting
dif•mpaA
is
ho

inioss

ate- .
huge
s of
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Calloway County High School Project Graduation parent
meeting will be Monday at 5:30 p.. in the media center/library.
All parents of seniors are urged to attend. If school were to
be canceled because of inclement weather on Monday, the
meeting will then be on Jan. 17.

MHS Council will meet
Murray High School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Monday at 4:30 p.m. at the school. Teresa Speed, principal, invites all interested persons to attend.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
** You might need to pull back.
Photo provided

Presenting the program at a meeting of the Music Department
of the Murray Woman's Club were, from left, Oneida White
and Joan Bowker.

White and Bowker present
Music Department program
Oneida White and Joan
Bowker presented a program
of Celtic piano, violin and
vocal music at a recent meeting of the Music Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
Hostesses were Neva Grey
Allbriten, Norma Paschall,
Oneida White, Julia Caldwell
and Judith Hill.
The Box of Frogs young

actors group from Playouse
inthe Park, under the direction
of Holly Bloodworth, will present the program at the meeting of the department on Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house.
Hostesses will be Sondra
Rice, Martha Joiner, Joan Niffenegger, Mary Shipley and
Janet Caldwell.

CCHS Backboard Club to meet
Calloway County High School Backboard Club will meet
Monday 5:15 to 6:15 p.m. in the school media center. All
interested parties are urged to attend.

Coen/9?efr2inoiers

WOW Lodge 728 will meet

The following is a reminder of events planned for the coming week that were recently published in the Murray Ledger
& Times.

he

Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 will meet Monday at 6
p.m. at the WOW Calloway County Service Center, 330 C.C.
Lowry Dr. Roberta Ward, Dot Bazzell and Boazie Simmons
will be hostesses.

blic 7

Sigma Department will meet

stratel

Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house with Carrie Groves of
Main Street Youth Center as speaker.

Brittany Kaye Vaughn, daughter of Tim and Brigitte Ray
of Murray. and Kelly Don Overbey, son of Don and Judy
Overbey of Murray, will be married Saturday. Jan. 12, 2008,
at 6 p.m. at Spring Creek Baptist Church. All relatives and
friends are invited.
John B. and Agnes Watson of Murray will celebrate their
70th wedding anniversary on Monday, Jan. 14, 2008.

Relay For Life meetings Monday

srepre• Iraq

Relay for Life 2008 Team Captains will meet Monday at
5:45 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. Team captains'
packets are ready with all the information to get a team organized for 2008. Relay 101 for new team captains will be at
5:30 p.m. Monday. Team registration fees of $150 will be
accepted and teams will choose campsites in the order the registration fees are paid. Relay for Life will return to Murray
State University Stewart Stadium on Friday. May 2. For more
information contact Relay Chair Tracy McKinney at 753-3500
or e-mail mckinney@murray-ky.net

MMS Basketball event on Sunday
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Murray Middle School Boys and Girls Basketball
sor a fund-raising fish fry Sunday from II a.m. to
the MMS cafeteria. Tickets can be purchased from
dle School basketball player's parents or by calling
as well as at the door the day of the event.

will spon2 p.m. at
any Mid293-2479,

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Beginning Line Dance Class planned
Murray-Calloay County Senior Citizens Center, 607 Poplar
St., Murray. is conducting a beginning Line Dance Class on
Mondays from I to 1:45 p.m. for people 60 and older with
Shelby Hosford teaching the dance steps. There is no charge
for the class which will run for approximately three months.
For more information or to sign up, call Teri Cobb at 7530929.

Alcoholics
Anonymous
lists meetings
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meeting at 615
South 12th St., in the Southside Shopping Center behind
Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as
follows: Sunday,4 p.m., closed.
no smoking, !2 & 12 Study;
Monday, 6 p.m. closed, no
smoking, 8 p.m. open; Tuesday, 8 p.m. closed, no smoking; Wednesday, II a.m. closed,
no smoking. 6 p.m., closed,
ladies meeting, 8 p.m., smoking; Thursday, 8 p.m. open,
smoking; Friday, 8 p.m. open.
smoking; Friday, 8 p.m. open.
smoking, new corners; Saturday, 8 p.m. open, smoking,
speaker meeting.
For information call 7539320, 753-6197 or 436-2552.

WOW event for Saturday canceled
Because of the closing of the Benton Skating Rink. Woodmen of the World will not have the previously scheduled youth
function on Saturday. The next scheduled function will be Feb.
9 from II a.m. to I p.m. at Pagliai's.

Make A Difference Recycling Day set
The 64th Make a Difference Recycling Day will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to I p.m. at the Murray State University Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot. Items collected include eye glasses, motor oil, glass, tin, plastic. clothing, ink jet cartridges.
cell phones, aluminum cans, household batteries and mixed
paper. Persons are asked to please bag, bundle or box paper.
Many of the items recycled go to assist area community organ
izations. For more information contact Bill Wells at 759-1918
or the Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

Glory Bound Entertainment tonight
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet
tonight from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United
Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will
be Master's Call and Ron Lavvran. There is no admission
charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more
information call 753-5643, 753-8124 or 761-2666 or e-mail
mail glory-boundebotinail.com

If you are out of sorts, look at
fatigue as the culprit. Use the
moment to indulge yourself; perhaps take a catnap or two. What
you see might stun you, partially
because you are less resilient.
Tonight: Vanish if possible.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Try as you might, you

could have difficulty holding
yourself back. Letting someone
know how negative or difficult he
or she is simply might not help.
Allow others the space to be
unpredictable. Ultimately, that
might be more exciting. Tonight:
Zero in on what you want.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**sr* Think before you leap
into action. Others might be surprisingly difficult. You might be
happiest being a loner, though
that might not be your style generally. Understand what might
be going on with an older friend
or relative. Tonight: A must
appearance.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might want

to
rethink a decision that involves
travel, a seminar or doing something quite unique. Today it
could prove to be more of a hassle than you might like. Know
when to pull back. Tonight: Off to
a movie or a concert.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might have

difficulty making strong decisions
right now. Take your time with
someone who appears to be a
touch cantankerous -- at least

right now. If you're making an
agreement, put it in writing
Tonight: Listen well. Learn.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** If you defer to others

you could discover that life will
be easier. Someone might feel
that his or her way or idea is the
only one in town. By allowing
this person to have his way, he
or she can see the net results
Tonight: Where the crowds are.
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
*** Whatever your plans

are,
don't be surprised by an unexpected twist or turn. Think in
terms of gains and growth. Your
ability to breeze through a problem is earmarked by your generous and good nature. Tonight:
Go with the flow.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Don't hold back. Your
ingenuity could add sparks to
any situation. Just because the
unexpected does occur, doesn't
mean there is a problem. Relax
with others at the moment. You
see a situation in a new light.
Tonight: Add more fun to your
life.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** By now you must be at

ease with the constant surpnses
that surround your home and
personal life. Let go of trying to
make a situation conform to your
ideas. Learn to flow more, and
you'll get better results. Tonight:
Al home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Be willing to make

needed inquiries. Also, at the
same time, find answers. You
could like what comes down
your path. Answer questions
more freely and allow an open
give and take. Your ability to
touch others emerges. Tonight.
Go to a favorite spot.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Just when you thought
everything was under control,
you quickly discover otherwise.
Use special care with your
finances, as you might not
appreciate a backfire and could
quite possibly prevent it. Listen
to your inner voice. Tonight: Fun
doesn't have to cost a mint.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might not realize

what is happening with someone. It you become erratic, it
could trigger more problems.
Work on being steady. Others
will become responsive if they
feel secure. Tonight: What would
put a smile on your face?

JOIN THU. VIP PARTY!

SWITCH TO MEDIACOM
AND GET ALL 3FOR ONLY

0
Digital Cable
with Starz & Encore

Antique tractor show Saturday
An antique tractor show, sponsored by Purchase Area Antique
Tractor Club, will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
William (Bill) Cherry Agricultural Exposition Center on Saturday. There is no admission, but donations will be appreciated.
For information contact Jerry Leonard at 753-6855.

MI Moan Blear
for

Saturday, Jan. 12, 2008:
This year opt to head down a
new path or do something quite
different. Lady Luck sits on
your shoulder, perhaps adding a
certain sense of magic. Be open
to opportunity and a new path.
If you are single, someone significant to your life could pop
up out of the blue. Look for it
toward the middle of 2008,
though it could happen earlier.
If you are attached, enjoy the
element of surprise that is in
your lives. PISCES can trigger a
lot of excitement.

The Family Resource Youth Services
Center coordinators of Calloway County
have expressed their appreciation for the
support of the Ozzie Smith Baseball Card
giveaway.
With the money raised, the coordinators were able to purchase over 20 bikes,
riding toys and wagons used for the annual Santa Project in December.

Jo's
Datebook

BIRTHDAY

.....,
. .....- ,
............
moviesinmurray.com

,

First Sunday
P613 - 1:10 - 3:25 - 7:25' 9:40

Charlie Wilson's War
R - 8:55
Alvin & The Chipmunks
PG - 1:00 - 3:10 - 6:55

CAST YOUR VOTE FOR THE MEDIACOM VIP BUNDLE!
SAVE OVER $500IN 2008!

Veggie Tales Movie The Mates
Who Dual Do Anything
G -1245 - 225 -

no
SHOWTIMES BEFORE
ON SAT. & SUN. ONL'

One Missed Call
PG13 - 4:05 - 9:05
%teal%we:BsokiSeans
PG. 12:55 - 3:45 - 6:50 • 9:35

The Bucket List
P613- 1:35 - 3:50 - 7:05 - 920
I Am Legend
- • ,. - 135 -115 - P.S. I Love You
P613. 1:25 - 4:00 - 7:15 - 9:45

CALL 1-877-560-1847 Mediaco—r-n)
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SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Wonihip
Sat 900 a rn
Sahhath School
sat In 15 a in
aflucu

ST MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1111 Mayfield lbabsiii, Heston
4.4125
170 547 Min

Service
10011a m
haat Day Serrate naiad the Nectar 252'3380

APINITINAS
AP103T111.1C HOME FELLOWSHIP
10 00 am
6 43 p in
6 45 p M

or NS
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH

ASSEMBLIES

. day Morning Worship 10 30• m
day Evening Worship 8 00 p m
ineieday Bible Study
7 00 p m

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Worship
I I 00• m
•ning Worship
600 p tri
CHERRY CORNER
• day School
10 a in
•
11 a to &Spm
tOIDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Si heed
945• m
Morning Sereicea
11 00•in
Evening Services
600pm
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wedneaday Service
65)p in
Sunday School
1000• m
Worship Service
II 00• m
Sunday Night
600 pm
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday hool
900 a m
Worship
1001)• m & 6 00 p m
Ihecipleship Training
31)0 p in
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sunday SK11,•PI
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
II 00• m
Afternoon Worship
600 pm
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7 00 p ro
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
I 00 a in
Eyening Worship
p ni
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
sonde, school
lot* a ei
Worship
11)6) a ni & 6(6) p in
Wednesday
700 p in

nun sArrurr
suriday School
943.0,
Worship 11 10 & 10 35• m & 6 pin
n.urr BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00•rn
Morning Worship
11 00. in
ening Worship
64.3 p in
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9.6)• m
Worship
1045am
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a in
Worship
lii 4!, a in & 6 p oh
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a in
Morning Worehip
II a in & 6 p m
Wednesday
ip.in
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
00 15 & 10 30• m
Sun Schools 800 9 13 & 10 30• m
Evening Worship
6(X) p in
Wednesday Worship
7 pm
HAZEL RAPTINT
Sunday School
930.in
Worship
1030 am &63,0 pm
Church Training
5 30 p m
Wednesday Worship
700pm
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday St'1001
10 00• m
Worship Service 1 1 tio • m lifipm
Wednesday
7 00 p m
KItwin'BAPTIST
Morning Worship
II 00•in
Awana
330731)poi
Training Union
345 pm
Evening Worship
6
pm
LEDBETIERIIIIIRIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000• in
Preaching
11 a m & 600 p m
Wednesday Night
7 00 p in
LIGHTIRAME BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
lam dinpm
Wednesday Worship
7 00 p in
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 in
Morning Worship
/I a m & p m
Wednesday Worship
7 00 p m

1111111111111111111111111111001

LONE OAK
1st Sunday
3rd Sunday

pitiatrnvE

200 p to
2 00 p in
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50• m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
1110VN'T HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 6).
in
Worship
21(9) am
NEW MT. CA.RMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1100am
Evening Worship
600 p in
NORTHNIDE
Morning Worship
10 00•in
Evening Worship
600 p in
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday. School
1000. m
Worship
II•m & 6pm
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 a to
Worship
Ilam & 7pm
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Preaching
11 00• m
Prayer Service
5 30 p ni
Church
6 00 p m
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10•in
Worship it 45• m & 11 am &fipm
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
910•in
Worship
1030am &Rpm
Wed Night Bible Study
700 p iv
RICOTTA GROVE
Sunday School
945 a in
Worship Service
10-45 a in
Earwig Worship
6 00 p m
Wedneaday Prayer Meeting 7 00 p in
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat 6 p m -10 p
SINKING SPRING
Sunday *hold
I0
Worship
11am &tipm
Wednesday
7 p rn
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a
Worship
11 •m.630prn
Wednesday
7pm
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
900. in
Worship Services
10a in
Inacipleship Training
SI p m
RT. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

Your Comforting
Hands
Our hands have the power to hurt
or help our fellow human beings.
We can use them to hit and injure
or to comfort and heal. While this is
perhaps the most obvious for certain professions (boxers are trained
to hit, doctors are trained to heal), it
is really applicable to all of us.
Although most of us don't go
around hitting each other, neither
do we make the effort to pat someone on the back or rub their shoulders in a way that conveys warmth
and affection. Understandably, many of us are justifiably
hesitant to touch each other because we fear that our
touching may be intrusive or unwanted; when that is
the case, it is usually easy to figure out. A person who
doesn't want you to touch them will usually back away,
squirm or just tell you not to touch them. The skin is the
largest organ in the human body, and it is amazingly
responsive to touch. By simply touching others we can
tell people that we are proud of them, that we want to
encourage them,or that we want them to get better. Our
hands are intimately connected with our hearts and
minds, and sometimes the best way to tell someone that
you love and care for them is by the comfort of your
hand.
And he could do no might-y work there, except that he
laid his hands upon a few sick people and healed them.
R.S. V. Mark 6:5

9 30•in
11 a in

SUGAR('REEK
Sunday Schisil
10• DI
Worships
Ilam&Kpm
Wednesday
p in
WENT FORK
Morning Worship
I I 00• m
Wednesday Evening
700 p in
Sunday Evening
6-00 p in
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:40 a m
Worship
1030•m & 6 pm
Wednesday
7pm
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a in
Worship
11 •in & 6 p in
Wednesday
7 p in
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
loam
Worship
Ilam
Wednesday
7 p in

CATIISIJC
MT. HENRY CATHOUC CHURCH
Saturday Maw
4
pm
Sunday Masa
10 30• m
/4T. LSO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Ma.
601) pm
Sam & II am
Sunday 114.,,se.

AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
1I•nz & 6pm
Bible Study Sunday
loam
Bible Study Wednesday
p in
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
900. in
Worship Service
10 IS a in
HURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
bible School
930• in
Worship
10 30• m
Evening Service
600 p in

MINIM IC11112
Sunday School
10 30•in
Reeding Roam Every Wed 12-3 pm
2nd Wednesday
7 30 p in

CMGS W =1ST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9(X)• in
Morning Worship
9 50• in
Ecenirig Wi.rwhip
600 p in

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9 30 a in
Morning Worship
10 15• m
Evening Worship
600 pm
Wed Bible Study
7 00 p m

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10.45 a in
Evening Worship
&IV p.m
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
3 am.9 am & 6 pm
Bible Study
10. 15 am
Wed Bible Study
7 pm
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
1050 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m
UNIVERS/TY
Bible Classes
9-00 •.m.
Worship
10 00• m & 5 00 p.m

DEXTER
Sunday School
930 a in
Worship
10 30• m & 6 00 p m
Wednesday
7 00 pm
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
1000•m
Morning Worship
11(X)•in
Sunday Night
6-00 pm
Wednesday Night
700 pm
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10 00•m
Morning Service
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
600 p in
Wednesday Worship
700 pm
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9-00 a in
Morning Worship
p.50•in
Evening Worship
t 00 p in
Mid Week Worship
7 00 p rn
SWIM GROVE CHURCH Of CHEST
Sunday Bible Class
9 00• m
Morning Worship
10 00 a in
Wednesday Night
7 00 p in
EIRRHEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000•in
Morning Worship
105(1 a in
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Sunday & Wednesdays,
ITT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000• m
Morning Worship
II00am
Evening Worship
600 p m
NEW CONt'ORD
Worship
'YO a m 186 pm
Bible(UPON.
9 a in
Wednesday
7pm
NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
900•m
Worship
1000•m &1300pm
Wed Bible Study
7 00 p m

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
11 00• m

PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
1000 a m
Wednesday • Home Groups 6.0(1 p in

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10.50 a.m
Evening Worship
800 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
WOO a in
Evening
6:00 p in
Wednesday
7 .00 p m

WWIIIFIOW MINT
IAITIB
MRS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
1000 a in
Sunday School
11 10 a m
Sacrament Meeting
12 lOpm

SPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
111 30 a m
Sunday School
900• m
Sunday Worship
300 p m
Tuesday
1200pm
CHRISTIAN coatuvrarrv CHURCH
Worship Sunday
10.30 a m
Childrees Sunday School 11 00 a in

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Tuesdays Bible Study
7pm
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6 p in
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p.m.
SHILOH ruu.GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7 00 p in
Sunday Morning
1000 am
Sunday Evening
'POO p in
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3pm
Wednesday
7pm
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11 30ani & 7pm
Wed Bible Study
7 p in.
Friday Worship
7 p m.
HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
I 1"2
.f Lynn Unrer
Sunday School
10-00•in
Worship
10:43 am
Evening Service
7.30 p in
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10-30 am &fipm
Wednesday Family Training
7 p in
NEW UFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
1030arn
Wednesdays
7.00 p in
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
I 40M S,riarnort• St

Sundays

1000am & 500 p m

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1015 a.m
Worship
11.00am.
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11:00 a.m
Wednesday Evening
6:30 p.m.

113111,1111
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
930 a.m.
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m.

LUTIUU
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9:00 a.m
Worship
1030 a.m
1111111011111,
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9.30 a.m
Sunday School
1030 am.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
600 p.m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNTIED
Sunday School
1000 ain
Morning Worship
11.00 Lin
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p in
COLDWATER
Sunday School
10:00 ern
Worship
11:00 •.m
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.rn
Sunday School
9.50 a in
DENTERMARDIN UNIT=
Contemporary Service
900 a in
Bible Study
10-00 a in
Regular Worship
II 00 a m
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
645& 11 am
Sunday School
9:50 a.m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
Worship Service
11:00 •.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
9700 a.m.
Morning Worship
1000 ant
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
1100am
Morning Worship
9:45 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNTIED
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a m.
IURKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 ism
Morning Worship
1d00 a.m.
LYNN GROVE
Sunday School
900 •.m
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNTIED
Worship Service
9181•In
Sunday School
10:30•in
MASON'S CHAPEL tram=
Sunday School
10:00 atm
Morning Worship
11,00 ant
Wednesday Youth Service 6:30 p.m

MT.CARMEL
1000 a.m
Worship
11:00•in
Sunday School
MT. HEBRON
1000 a.m
Worship
Sunday School
11:00•m
PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL uremia
Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
945 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Sunday Schou/
9.00 a.m
Preaching
10-00 a.m

KAMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Service
11 -00 a.m
INAZaitalg

Ja
as

MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
Morning Worship
1045 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wedneeday Worship
6:30 p.m

Ken

POITIMBSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Church
11,00
& 600 p.m
Wednesday
7:00 p.m
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
500 p.m.
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Wed Evening & Youth Service 700 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 ant & 6 p.rn.
MURRAY man UPC
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.ni.
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m.
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FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a m & 7 p.m
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Worship
1030 a.m & 6 p.m.
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
sundleyllehral IFership
II•in
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

Si
B.
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NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 a.m.
Worship Sun. 6p in & Wed. 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
1100-7:30 p

PIAISBYTTAIAJI
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10-00 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 a.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
1100am
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10700 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a m & 6 p m.
UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10-00. in
Worship
11:00 a.m & 630 p.m
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Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
..tipet.t•itte

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOI N
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Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273
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509 N iSth St
Muitoy
7537567

I can do all things through
('hrist who strengthens me.
- Phil. 4:13

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open

Mon.-Fri. 84:30
1112 S. Hh N.

Cu

we

753-571,i

ph

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.

Its
gr
th

in

Murray Appliance
and TV
')our Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"

•

212 E. Main St.• 753-1586

Office Technology Specialists
1-000-858-0492
1893 OW Nola*NOM

gienate Cain'svA
CHF YSLER 000GE•JEEP

40S Glendale Road • Murray, 11
/
41 42071
1270) 73.-1335

LEDGER & TIMES
12701

751•19141 5 www.laurrayledger.cota

imomm

1400 N 12Th a MURRAY KYa 7534440

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
-Romans 10:8

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Suiting Blocks S Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3840

I have fought the good fight, I

have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
- 2 71rnothy 4:7

SINCE 1944

Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1707 W.Maki•Murray•274-7511%2

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Carr with a Personal Much

2110 S. totti Si.• Murray, KY•(270) 759-9500

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where 1 am.
- John 14:3

th
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WORSHIP
In our

CHURCHES

Lucretia and Kent Jackson

Jackson couple named
as interim music directors
Kent and Lucretia Jackson have been elected to served as
interim part-time minister of music and pianist respectively at
First Baptist Church, Murray.
The couple is from Paducah and will be serving for the
two morning worship services at 8:30 and 10:55 a.m. on Sunday. On Wednesday they will be at the church to meet with
the staff and prepare for the night's events; and will rehearse
with the Sunday Morning Live Vocal and Instrument team earlier in the evening and then the sanctuary choir at 7:15 p.m.
Keith Inman of Louisville, former director of Baptist Student Union at Murray State University, will speak about "When
Pride Walks Into the Room" with scripture from James 4:110 at the morning services Sunday.
Eleanor Spry will sing a solo at the first service and the
sanctuary choir will sing "God of Our Praise" with Mrs. Jackson, pianist, and Margaret Wilkins, organist, playing "Jesus Is
Lord of All" for the offertory for the second service.
Rev. Kerry Lambert will speak about "Praying for Ultimate
Reality" with scripture from Revelation 22:20 at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Tab Brockman will sing a solo, "Go Tell" at
the service.

Bell City Quarterly
Singing to be Sunday
Bell City Baptist Church will have its Quarterly Singing on
Sunday at 5 p.m. at the church.
Bob Hence,
ae. dieeesor, will direct the singing. Several
groups will sing at the event. A meal will follow the singing.
Dr. William Dodson, pastor, invites the public to attend.
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Rambo to give concert
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. —
Internationally
acclaimed
recording artist and Southern
Gospel music legend Dottie
Rambo will be in concert at
Clay Campbell's Kentucky
Opry in Draffenville Jan. 25.
In addition to her recording career both as a solo artist
and as a member of the Rambos, she has written some of
the most cherished songs in
Christian music, including
"Behold The Lamb," "He
Looked Beyond My Fault And
Saw My Need," "He Ain't
Never Done Me Nothing But
Good," I've Never Been This
Homesick Before" and the Dove
award winning "I Go To The
Rock," which was performed
by Whitney Houston in the

movie "The Preacher's Wife."
Rambo was honored as
"Songwriter of the Century"
in 1-994 by the Christian Country Music Association and was
presented the "Living Legend"
award in 2002. She is a member of the Southern Gospel
Music Association Hall of Fame
and has been inducted into the
Gospel Music Hall of Fame
twice, once as a soloist and
as pan of the Rambo trio.
Music will begin at 7:30
p.m., with Rambo taking the
stage at 8 p.m. All proceeds
from the concert will benefit
WVHM. For ticket information, call 527-3869, and for
information on the Kentucky
Opry, visit the
website,
www.kentuckyopry.com.

ChurchBulletins
Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will
speak about "It's A Mystery"
at the 9 a.m. worship service
with Tom Villaflor as the pastor's assistant. Pat and Patricia Lea will be greeters. Serving as acolytes will be Nicholas
Brunn and Teela Etheridge.
Children's church will be directed by Jo Lovett. April Arnold
will present special music and
direct the choir with Pat Brunn,
Renee Doyle and Carla Halkias
as accompanists. Sunday School
with Tim Chaney as superintendent will be at 10:15 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: Harvey Starling, missionary in Romania, will speak
about "Jesus the Light in a
Dark World" with scripture from
1 Corinthians 15:1-4 at the 9
a.m. worship service and about
"A Study of the Body, Soul
and Spirit" with scripture from
Matthew 16:24-26 at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Leading the
song service will be Todd Walker. Also assisting will be Garry
Evans, involvement minister,
Nick Hutchens, youth minister, Bill Looney, Jeremy Bell,
Steve Roberson, Terry McCalIon, Kevin Mack, Josh Bybee,
David Ryan, Nick Ryan and
Jeff Lewis. A short worship
service will be at 5 a.m. and
Bible classes at 10:15 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severns, pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Jeff Prater is minister of
music and will sing a solo at
the morning hour. Misty
Williams and Kathy Thweatt
are accompanists. Lucretia
Thompson Paschall will bring
special music at the morning
hour. Assisting will be Mike
Daniel, deacon of the week,
and Tim Williams, deaconsyokefellow. Sunday School
will be at 9:40 a.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak about "A Voice Out
of the Congregation" with scripture from Acts 10:34-43 at the
11 a.m. worship service. Camme
Cain will be song leader with
Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will
speak about"My Financial Partnership with God: The Basic
Ingredients of Repentance ez
Faith" with scripture from Acts
20:21, 26:20 at the 10:30 a.m.
worship service and about "My
Financial Partnership with God:
In Christ New Things Have
Come" with scripture from 11
Corinthians 5:14-21 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Tommy
Scott is minister of music. The
choir will sing "We Are Not
Ashamed" with Jill Herndon
as soloist and special music

will be by Dorothy Rogers at
the morning hour. John Scott
will present special music at
the evening hour. Deacons of
the week will be Danny Cunningham and James Foster. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
about
"A
Victorious
Church..Continued" with scripture from Ephesians 4:11-16
at the 8, 9:15 and 10:30 a.m.
worship
services. Sunday
School for ages is also offered
at each hour.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Rolen, senior minister, will
speak about -The Ups and
Downs of Jesus" with scripture from Matthew 3:13-17 at
the 10:15 a.m. worship service. The chancel choir will sing
"Glory to God." Assisting will
be Ben Benriter, worship leader;
Dan
McKeel and
Dave
Eldredge, elders; Fred Wells,
Tommy Durham, Teresa Nixon,
Billie Burton, Eric Roberts and
Tory Daughrity, diaconate.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and the 6
p.m. worship services. Henry
Nance is minister of music
with Oneida White, Sherry Fortner and Kathy Garrison as
accompanists. The Smith Family Trio will sing at the morning service and Stephanie
Roberts at the evening service. Eddie Morris will give the
children's sermon. Ryan Stanger
is interim youth leader. Assisting will be Walter Bell, Roger
Fox, Eddie Morris and Greg
Fortner, ushers. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m.
Hazel United Methodist:
Rev. Alan Trull, pastor, will
speak about "The Baptism of
Jesus" with scripture from Luke
3:15-17, 21-23 at the 9:45 a.m.
worship service. Johnna Nance
will give the children's sermon. J. W. Jones will be the
worship leader and Toni Jones
will be pianist. Sunday School
will be at 11 a.m. and a finger foods fellowship at 5 p.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Alan Trull,
pastor, will speak about "The
Baptism of Jesus" with scripture from Luke 3:15-17, 2123 at the 11 a.m. worship
service. The choir chorus will
sing "Soon and Very Soon"
with accompanists being Karen
Coles and Sharon Myatt. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Frank Coles is the worship
leader and Jimmy Myatt is the
lay leader. Larry Chrisman and
Johnny Underwood will be ushers.
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak about "The Baptist
Preacher" with scripture from
Matthew 3:1-12 at the 8:45
and 11 a.m. worship services
and about "The Place of Mercy"
with scripture from Exodus
25:17-22 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Dee and Kathy

Suggestions to better read, understand the Bible
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University Church of Christ
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Question: Do you have
any suggestions to help me
reed and better understand
the Bible?
Answer: Sometimes we
make Bible study more difficult than it should be, but
we can also be overly simplistic. The Bible was not
intended only for scholars.
Its essential teachings can be
grasped by almost any
thoughtful reader. At the
same time, it provides more
than adequate challenge to
the greatest of intellects.
Thus, without intending to
get too complicated. I do
offer the following helpful
principles for personal Bible
study. However, I caution
you not to allow any difficulty with understanding
these principles to keep you
from continuing to read and
study the Bible for yourself.
The more you read the
Bible, the more you will
understand and discover for
yourself how to interpret it.
11 Begin by reading the
Bible itself. Bible commentaries. study guides and other
Christian books can be helpful: but they are only secondary. After reading the
Bible for yourself, you
should be better able to
evaluate whether the observations of others are accurate
or not

• Those of us in the
English-speaking world need
to remember that we _are
reading the Bible in translation. The books of the
Bible were originally written
in Hebrew and Greek.
Since words in one language
do not always have an exact
equivalent in another language, a comparison of different versions can often
help get a broader understanding of the original
words. However, make your
primary Bible a translation
by a group of recognized
scholars like the Revised
Standard, the New American
Standard or the New International versions instead of a
one man translation or a
Bible paraphrase like the
Living Bible or The Message. While all of these can
be helpful, one's primary
Bible should be a translation
that is intended to stay as
close to the original wording
as possible.
• Approach the Bible in
the same way that you
would any book in human
language. Although the
Bible is the divinely-given
word of God, it was also
given to us in ordinary
human language with both
figurative and literal wording.
Our Lord wanted ordinary
human beings to read and

understand his word.
• As you study the Bible.
pray for the guidance of
God's Holy Spirit. The
apostle Paul wrote: "We
have not received the spirit
of the world but the Spirit
who is from God, that we
may understand what God
has freely given us" (1
Corinthians 2:10-14).
• Remember that the purpose of scripture is that we
may know God and live by
what he has taught us. Our
reading of scripture should
help us come to know how
God not only thinks but also
His heart and the purposes
for His creation. The Bible
was not intended for mere
mental gymnastics but to
learn to love, trust and obey
our Heavenly Father. An
unwillingness to put what we
learn into practice will hinder the ability to understand
God's word (John 7:17).
• Study each individual
passage of scripture in the
light of the whole of each
book of the Bible. Try to
determine who wrote or said
what, when and where it
was said, and under what
Words can
circumstances.
he made to mean almost
anything when separated
from the contest that shows
the writer's purpose in what

is said.
• Find out all you can
about the historical background of the writings in tRe
Bible. While the Bible has
application to all people in
all ages, it was originally
written to a people who
lived in a different time and
place with different ways of
doing things from what we
have today. Commentaries
and Bible dictionaries can be
helpful at this point.
• Finally, respect the
nature of different kinds of
literature in the Bible.
Almost instinctively we
understand the difference
between a fairy tale and a
newspaper report or poetry
and narrative in today's
world. The different books
of the Bible also have different types of literature: narrative, law, poetry or wisdom
literature, gospels, letters and
apocalyptic literature. Each
book of the Bible should be
read according to the nature
of the literature in which it
is written.
This is only a brief summary of a few principles.
For further help with this
topic, please contact me at
the location below. May
God biass yea is your Bible
study is 2000
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Lipford will lead the worship
services with Hazel Brandon,
Susan Reynolds, Carol Kelly
and Mrs. Lipford as accompanists. Sunday School for all ages
will be at 10 a.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro.
Ryker Wilson, pastor, will speak
about "Worthy Is The Lamb"
with scripture from Revelation
5:11-14 at the 11 a.m. worship service and about "Oil
and Water" with scripture from
Romans 8:5-9 at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Barry Thomas
will give the "Kid's Corner at
the morning hour. Robert Houston is song leader with Jennifer Wilson and Sharon
Pierceall as accompanists. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
University
Church
of
Christ: Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak about "Getting in Shape for 2008" with
scripture from 1 Timothy 4:7

at the 10 a.m. worship service and Richard Youngblood,
minister, will speak a at the 5
p.m. worship service. Assisting will be Dan Davis, Matt
Hale and Walter Mehr. Danny
Claiborne is worship leader and
Roy Hawkins is youth and
family minister. Bible classes
will begin at 9 a.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Marie Montgomery, copastor, will speak about "Pleasing to God" with scripture from
Acts 10:34-43 at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service. Margaret
Boone is choir director with
Lee Kern as pianist. Donald
Fleming will be liturgist. Assisting will be Juli, Stephanie and
Liz McClain, Rosemary Moore
and Shannon Kipphut, ushers.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Korean Worship at 4
p.m.

Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City
Schools and Calloway County Schools have been released by
Bridget Jaszenko and Pat Lane, food service directors respectively, for the week of Jan 7-11.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability of food, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday apple, milk; Tuesday - muffin, milk; Wednesday - orange,
milk; Thursday - apple sauce, scooby snacks; Friday cheese, crackers.
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice available daily) Monday - pancake and sausage on a stick
w/syrup; Tuesday - scrambled eggs, ham, wheat toast;
Wednesday - oatmeal, poptart; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage
gravy; Friday - muffin, peaches. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served daily) Monday cheese pizza, green beans, pineapple; Tuesday - grilled
cheese sandwich, tater tots, peaches; Wednesday - cheeseburger, French fries, lettuce, tomato, pickle, gelatin; Thursday - lasagna, Texas toast, green beans, garden salad
w/dressing; Friday - tuna salad sandwich, later tots, garden
salad w/dressing.
Elementaries - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt,
fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - waffle sticks w/syrup; Wednesday cinnamon raisin biscuit; Thursday - breakfast pizza; Friday
- yogurt, toast Lunch (assorted vegetables, fruit, chef salads, milk served daily) - Monday - vegetable beef soup, hot
ham and cheese, grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday - pizza,
breaded chicken sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich;
Wednesday - chicken nuggets, roll, tuna sandwich, yogurt
and animal crackers; Thursday - cheesy crispito, turkey
sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Friday - chicken quesadilla, hamburger. grilled cheese sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice, toast, cereal and
milk served daily) Monday - bacon, egg and cheese biscuit;
Tuesday - chicken biscuit; Wednesday - breakfast pizza;
Thursday - sausage biscuit; Friday - chicken biscuit. Lunch
(assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served daily)
Monday - chicken nuggets, roll, turkey and cheese sandwich; Tuesday - super nacho's, Mexican corn bread, turkey
club, ham and cheese sandwich, Domino's pizza; Wednesday - chili cheese burrito, breaded chicken sandwich, submarine sandwich; Thursday - oven fried chicken, Chuckwagon sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich, pizza; Friday
- chili, grilled chicken sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, Poptarts,
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - ham biscuit;
Tuesday - pancake and sausage on a stick w/syrup; Wednesday - chicken biscuit; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy;
Friday - oatmeal, Poptart. Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits,
vegetables, deli sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served
daily) Monday - chili cheese burrito, peanut butter and jelly
sandwich; Tuesday - chicken fajita, Sloppy Joe sandwich;
Wednesday - sliced turkey, roll, grilled chicken sandwich;
Thursday - Super Nacho's, turkey club sandwich; Friday Stromboli, tuna salad sandwich.
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available daily) Monday - scrambled eggs; Tuesday - breakfast
bagel; Wednesday - pancake on stick w/syrup; Thursday sausage biscuit; Friday - Honey bun. Lunch (canned or
fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily) Monday - hammy sammy, chili crispito; Tuesday
- walking taco, breaded chicken patio; Wednesday - steak
nuggets w/roll, chef salad w/crackers; Thursday - chicken &
dumplings, corn dogs; Friday - stuffed crust pizza, crunchy
tuna bake.
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday - scrambled eggs; Tuesday - breakfast bagel;
Wednesday - pancake on stick w/syrup; Thursday - sausage
biscuit; Friday - Honey bun. Lunch (cooked and fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily)
Monday - hammy sammy, chili crispito; Tuesday - walking
taco, breaded chicken pattie; Wednesday - steak nuggets
wiroll, chef salad w/crackers; Thursday - chicken and
dumplings, corn dog; Friday - stuffed crust pizza, crunchy
tuna bake.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily). Monday - breakfast pizza; Tuesday - biscuit and
gravy; Wednesday - pancake and sausage on stick; Thursday - sausage biscuit; Friday - scrambled egg breakfast
wrap; Lunch (hamburger, cheeseburger, pizza, cooked and
fresh vegetables, canned and fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily) Monday - submarine sandwich, grilled cheese
sandwich; Tuesday - beef nachos, chef salad w/dressing
and crackers, French Bread pizza: Wednesday - spaghetti
w/meat sauce, chicken salad plate; Thursday - open face
pizza. chef salad w/dressing, crackers: Friday - 50's Day
- hamburger basket, cheeseburger basket, hot dog basket.
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2007
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2007
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MAKE/MODEL
Chevrolet Ave°
Chevrolet Cobalt
Chevrolet Colorado Reg Cab
Chevrolet Cobalt
Chevrolet Cobalt
Chevrolet Cobalt
Pontiac G6 Sedan
Chevrolet Cobalt IT
Chevrolet Silverado Reg. Cab
Chevrolet HHR IS
Chevrolet HR IS
Chevrolet Cobalt
Chevrolet Colorado Ext 2W0
GMC Sierra Reg. Cab
Pontiac Grand Prix
Chevrolet Colorado Crew Cab 2 W13
Chevrolet Impala IS
Chevrolet Impala IT
Pontiac Grand Prix
Chevrolet HHR LT
Pontiac Grand Prix
Pontiac Torrent FWD
Chevrolet HHR IT
GMC Sierra 2500 Reg. Cab WfT
Chevrolet Silverado 2500 2WD WIT
Chevrolet Silverado 3500 Chassis
GMC Sierra 1500 Crew 2W0 WIT
GMC Sierra 2500 Reg. Cab 211' 2W0
GMC Savana 1500 Work Van
Pontiac Torrent FVVD
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168613
138104
130917
169181
174026
115636
168048
604038
580920
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169459
102603
100139
178028
147460
226113
277793
224182
600598
125103
038564
600598
537976
535753
595696
526074
537976
103893
007188
COLOR
Silver
Silver
White
Red/Black
Silver/Blue
Red
White
Blue
Silver
Silver/Black
Red
Red
Red
Red
Gray
Silver
Gold
White
Silver
Black
White
Silver
Black
White
White
White
White
White
White
Gray

Zero
0014 n
Pat ment

Miff
$13,840
$15,255
$15,195
$15,675
$16,505
517,255
$18,595
$18,170
$20,265
$18,485
$18,525
$19,215
$21,395
$22,035
$22,510
$22,070
$22,040
$22,980
$23,545
$22,575
$25,115
$25,465
$23,680
$26,340
$26,340
$27,235
$27,665
526,340
$25,055
$27,550
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1
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SALE
13,429
13,549
13,599
13,909
15,294
15,369
15,657
16,875
17,400
17,171
17,208
17,805
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18,900
19,243
$19,584
$19,667
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20,810
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22,124
23,094
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94.97
92.95
9733
2.51
3.65

9.69
7.79
9.75
74.83
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PAYMENT

41AR

$242.69
265.84
66.112
$272.08
$299.17
7
14
.37
35.89
61
9.88
9.71
76.42
.119
72
.27

GraN.

Black
Red
Black
White
White
Red
White
White
Teal
Black
Silver
Black
Black
Red
Gray
Red
Black
Black
Gold
Black
Sharkskin
Silver
White
White
Black

$L522.9S
$529.61
$535.37
4539.41
4541.83
548.91
.19
93
7.61
594.31
3.67
745.57
787.17
14.61
97
911..84
993.43
Red
Black
White

w'z

$23,500
$23,914
$24,014
$24,233
$24,670
$24,670
$25,094
$25,200
$25,434
525,689
$25,747
$25,995
$26,735
$27,074
$27,394
$27,575
$27,699
$28,674
$29,660
$29,800
$30,039
530,186
530,860
S 113,114
540,281
$41,439
54 1,40(1
$46,829
$50,785

170716
111085
143327
588519
108180
102101
138013
542090
057758
112786
112995
062253
102524
1203535
111846
585492
214052
277786
142829
113497
134989
577474
584167
147552
113184
106864
160843
108264
144419

and sh•sc AM,

Stk /528741 - Sand
MSRP $18,485
%AU 116,455

Payment $435-52

Sdt 1006755 - Silver
MSRP 526,510
SALE $22,264

loot

211118 %aim Torrent FWD

2008 Chevrolet Aveo
Stk 8061701 - Red
MSRP $13,470
SME 511,069

Paraeat $321.1111

41101>

Stk 1102068 Gray
MSRP $22,035
SALE $18,900

2008 Buick LIcroose 0(

Stk 1234971 - White
MSRP $23,480
SALE $20,177

Parma!$349.71

6.49"„ APR
60 Aios.

Payment $394.69

Mil CAC Sierra Reg. Cala

2008 Chevrolet HHR IS

Payment $255.65

• rrmi ,•

$25,495
$28,380
$26,955
$29,335
$29,240
$29,24Q
$30,050
$26,935
$28,540
127,040
$27,100
$29,675
$31,550
$31,135
$28,935
$33,825
$31,010
$31,800
$32,635
$31,330
$34,715
$36,130
$38-940
$41,380
$46,620
$48,815
$48,915
$55,080
$56,450

Pontiac Lacrosse CX
Chevrolet Silverado 1500 2WD Ext. Cab
Chevrolet Colorado Crew 4W0
Chevrolet Silverado 2500 Reg. Cab
GMC Sierra 1500 2W0 Ext. Cab 3SA'..
GMC Sierra 2500 2WD Ext. Cab 3SA :
GMC Envoy 4WD SLE
Chevrolet Silverado 3500 2WD W Flat led
Chevrolet Equinox LTZ
Pontiac Solstice
Pontiac Solstice
Chevrolet Equinox FVVD Sport
GMC Sierra 1500 2WD Ext. Cab 3SB
Buick Lucerne CXL
Pontiac Solstice
GMC Sierra 1500 4W0 Crew 35A
Chevrolet Impala SS
Chevrolet Impala SS
Buick lucerne CXL
Pontiac Solstice GXP
Buick Lucerne CXL
GMC Sierra 2500 HD 4WD Ext
GMC Silverado 3500 4W0 Chassis
Buick Lucerne CXS
GMC Yukon XS SIT 2 4 W131
Chevrolet Avalanche 4WD IT
Chevrolet Avalanche 4WD IT
Chevrolet Suburban 4 WD LT
GMC Yukon Denali AWD

TA

2008
2008
2008
2007
2008
2008
2008
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
.67
14.39
17.31
19.95
19.95
1.911
36.1$
7.81
711
1.75
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70GOVERNORS

Bruce Almighty
CARTER SCORES 26 IN POUNDING AUSTIN PEAY
ay MICHAEL DANN
$ports Editor
A quick game of Jeopardy.
; Answer: What is the smell of
*popcorn.
. Question: At what point does
ruce Caner decide what night
Is his night?
The 6-foot-4, 200-pound
guard from Detroit, Mich.,
cored a game-high 26 points on
-of-20 shooting, while going
f4-of-7 from long range in helprig the Racers knock off their
Inch rival Austin Peay 82-70
Thursday night at the Regional
pecial Events Center in front of
!4,06I avid fans.
"As soon as I stepped on the
:floor and smelt the popcorn. I
was ready to go," Carter said.
.rYou got to be ready to play. I
:was excited. It was a big game
:and a big win for us. I really
.
,wanted to hit every shot I took."
One thing that really never
twos in jeopardy was the ball-

p

•See RACERS,26

AwlsPay

Nemo mInfgre-eftni-e nab • pf
Reed 383-7 6-107 3212
Loc4e1121 3-7 4-4 4 0 2 10
Ouncan28 2-2 2-2 2 1 4 7
Wnght 33 5-8 2-2 2 2 1 14
8e.'03 3-9 2-2 10 0 1 1
Brown 7 0-1 0-0 0 1 0 0
Fields 17 2-4 11-124 0 1 15
Charnels 20 0-4 1-2 1 2 1 1
38'usieles3 0-1 0-2 2 01 0
Toesla 200 18-43 28-3624 9 16 70
'Percentages FG 419, FT 778 3-Point
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Caner 31 11-20 0-0 5 12 26
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DThornes 275-9 0-0 4 04 12
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tiards116 2-3 0-0 2 0 3 4
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LONG-TIME TIGER HEAD MAN
FISHER SAYS HE WON'T APPLY
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Mayfield assistant football coach Brad Lawson confirmed in a
telephone interview Thursday afternoon that he has filed an
application and is interested in filling the head coaching vacancy
at Murray High School.
On the other side of the spectrum, long-time Murray High
head football coach Rick Fisher said in a telephone interview
Thursday morning that he has decided not to seek the position,
which came open Dec. 17 when former head coach Lee Edwards
resigned the post to take a job at Harding University.
Lawson has served as defensive coordinator at Mayfield for
12 years and was one of 15 Kentucky coaches recognized as
AFLAC National Assistant Coaches of the Year in 2002. He
played college ball as a linebacker at Campbellsville University.
Lawson was recently a finalist for the head coaching vacancy
at Heath High School, but withdrew his name from consideration
for family reasons.
He said he does remain interested in the Murray job, and said
he is also seeking several other openings.
According to Murray Independent School District policy, the
job must be posted for 30 days, after which a 12-member hiring
board will begin reviewing applicants.
The position was posted several days after Edwards
announced his resignation and Murray High principal Teresa
Speed said the 30-day period will expire over the weekend of Jan.
19-20.
For Lawson, however, that could be too late.
"A couple of other situations that I'm looking at might fall in
before then," he said. "I may have to make a decision before they
even get started (reviewing applications) down there."
Fisher, who was reported to have shown interest in making a
comeback to the sidelines, said he decided to remain in retirement.
"No one from the school system contacted me about the job,"
he said. "So I figured they were just heading in a different direction."
Speed said she had talked with Fisher about the job opening in
general, but said he never expressed interest to her nor did he file
an application.
According to MISD policy, head coaches for football and basketball must be employed by the school system as full-time face See VACANCY,28

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray State senior guard Bruce Carter scored a game-high 26 points on 11 -of-20 shooting from
the field en route to a 82-70 Racer win over Austin Peay Thursday night at the Regional Special
Events Center.

A Welcome Change
RACERS READY FOR WEEK-LONG
LAYOFF AFTER BEATING APSU
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
: And breathe.
! That breath of fresh air is one that the Murray State women's
kiasketball team will gladly exhale after finishing off a stretch of
rtht games over 16 days and did so by putting the hammer down
WI Austin Peay State University 81-59 Thursday night at the
Regional Special Events Center in Murray.
Racer head coach Jody Adams, who played college basketball
at storied Tennessee and has been in the coaching ranks for the past 14 years, could easily sum
up her feelings about the recent string of games
for her squad.
"It's crazy, flat out crazy." she said.
Adams, who has the Racers out to an 11-5
overall record and now 5-3 in the Ohio Valley
Conference, now within a game of leader
Eastern Illinois, said that it's just something you
have to accept, deal with, and go on.
-This is the first time as a head coach that
I've had to go through something like this." she
said. "So I'm learning just like the girls are."
The teaming curve will get a break and a
nine-day layoff before the Racers return to
action next Saturday at Tennessee Martin for a
5:30 p.m. tip off.
i Amber Guffey was up to her old tricks Thursday night, tossing
$n a game-high 25 points on 9-of-12 shooting from the field and 4f-f, from behind the arc. Guffey was 3-of-4 from the free throw
ine, grabbed six rebounds and dished out five assists in 30 mmkites of action.
: Mix in 20 points from junior Ashley Hayes. along with 14
points from forward Angela Brown and it was easy to see that the
Facers had the inside/outside game working all night against the
p0VeTTOTIL
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Trues
: "We shared the hall." Adams said. "We moved the ball well
!offensively, it was just a great team effort. 1 thought we had great Angela Brown scored 14 points and grabbed five rebounds in
4
Murray State's win over Austin Peay Thursday night at the RSEC.
.
See MSU,28
,-,
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Mayfield coach
seeking vacant
Murray position

Courtesy of EIU Athletes

Eastern Illinois' Jon'Tee Willhite attempts a layup in the
Panthers' loss to Tennessee-Martin Thursday night.

Fast start propels
Skyhawks to victory
TENNESSEE STATE, MOREHEAD,
JAX STATE PICK UP WINS
CHARLESTON, Ill.(AP) — Lester Martin had a game-high
29 points and 10 rebounds to lead Tennessee Martin to a 69-63
win over Eastern Illinois on Thursday night.
Martin scored 20 points in the first 20 minutes as Tennessee
Martin (8-9, 4-3 Ohio Valley)jumped to a 38-20 halftime lead.
Joe Bailey added IS points, including five 3-pointers, for the
Skyhawks.
Eastern Illinois (2-14, 1-7) shot just 17 percent on 5-for-29
field-goal shooting in the first half.
The Panthers climbed back into the game after the break when
Jon'Tee Willhite came off the bench to score 13 of his 16 points.
Willhite converted a 3-pointer and Julio Anthony hit two freethrows to chop the Skyhawks' lead to 64-61 with 1:16 left. But
Hudson's two foul shots put the game out of reach.
Anthony added 16 points and Bobby Catchings had 14 points
for Eastern Illinois.
The Panthers' top scorer, Romain Martin, returned after a twogame absence due to a sore tendon in his foot and missed all 10
of his shots.
TENNESSEE STATE 55,SAMFORD 46
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.(AP) — Jerrell Houston had 15 points
to lead Tennessee State to a 55-46 victory over Samford
Thursday night.
The Tigers(6-9, 3-3 Ohio Valley Conference) trailed for much
of the first half but rallied to lead 24-22 going into the intermission. The Bulldogs (7-8, 4-3 OVC)fought back in the second
half, but Tennessee State took a 34-33 lead on a jump shot by
Houston with 10:45 left to play and never let Samford get ahead
again.
Reiley Ervin was the only other double figure scorer for the
Tigers with 10 points.
•See OVC,28
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UK WOMEN'S HOOPS
aa2M ER O4

Cats defeat Florida in SEC opener
MAHONEY SCORES
22 POINTS
IN VICTORY
By UK Sports Information
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Senior
guard Samantha Mahoney
scored 22 points and freshman
point guard Amber Snuth added
a career-high 13 as the Kentucky
women's
basketball
team
squeaked out an exciting 60-58
thriller over the visiting Florida
Gators in the Southeastern
Conference opener Thursday

night in Memorial Coliseum
It Was a back-and -forth battle
"That was the Sam Mahoney
"It is good to know we can from the start as the 40th meet- that we needed,"
Mitchell said
win a game - that is important to ing between the conference foes "At the
end of the game when
this group," UK Coach Matthew produced nine ties and three we were
looking for a play, she
Mitchell said. -They needed to lead changes, including six ties came
up and said that she wantget that proverbial monkey off in the second half.
ed the ball run through her and
The Wildcats, who led 30-25
their back - we needed to get
that was a great sign for me. I
that done. 1 thought our defense at the half, led by as many as
love to see that she wanted to
eight
points
twice
in the first
there at the end was pretty dogball at the end. She produced for
gone good and we are still strug- half and were paced by
us tonight, she was very aggresMahoney
and
Smith
with
II
gling some offensively. I
points apiece. UK limited sive and got us going and she
thought if we had shot our fret
Florida to its lowest output in finished it off for us. I was very.
throws differently it would have
the first half with just 25 points. happy with Sam's play tonight.
maybe been a different game but It also marked
just the third time We could not have won the
we are not going to complain this season the Gators
trailed at game without her effort
about anything tonight."
the half.
tonight,"

•MSU
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
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KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
Thursday's Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Basketball
Beechwood 69 Villa Madonna 58
Calvary Chnstian 71, Dayton 65
Cordia 70. Leslie Co 57
Fort Campbell 95. Dawson Springs 54
Grayson Co 60 Apollo 50
Johnson
Betsy Layne
Letcher County Central 60 Jenkins 28
Lou Collegiate 52. Eminence 29
Morgan Co 53. Rowan Co 49
Phelps 72. Hurley Va 40
West Caner 92 Mendee Co 43
WYMT
Clay Co 65 Knott Co Central 62
Basketball
Ashland Naze,88 Rose Hill Chnstran
51
Boone Co 61 Notre Dame 44
BreCkwukipe Co 54 Butler Co 49
Bug,, 70 Berea 47
Campbell Co 52, St Patrick 39

Central 80,

48

Conner 80, Cm. Tat Ohio 83
East Carter 68. Bath Co. 34
Elizabethlovm 61, Central Hirdin 36
Greenup Co 44.
38
Knott Co Central 54,
35
Laois Co 65. Lee Co. 42
Lou. Assumption 67, Lou Moore 51
Lyon Camp 56. Oneida Baptist 37
Meade Co. 61, Hancock Co 37
Newport Central Catholic 60, Newport
30
Pikeville 53. Williamson, W Va 33
Powell Co. 56, Owsley Co 35
Rowan Co 84. Ettiott Co 66
Russell 49, Lewis Co 37
Scott 48. DWI, Heights 40
Shelby Co 54, Eminence 18
Walton-Verona 79. Williamstown 56
Webster Co 45. Union Co 36
WhitesmIle Tnnity 52 McLean Co 46
POSTPONEMENTS AND CANCELLATIONS
Glasgow vs Hart Co.. ccri

Fairview
Hazard

Gins
From Page 1B
From Page 113
open shots and we took what
game for the Racers, who at 8-7 room.
was there. We went inside and
overall and 5-3 in the Ohio
The newly minted courtside
out. Amber did a good job of
ovc(CKterall) Valley Conference have now replay saw some action as well.
knocking down the outside Scttool
knocked off previously unbeat- The system was used twice, both
Eastern INinois
shot."
6-2 (7-9)
en
Southeast Missoun State and favoring Murray State in deterSE
Missouri State 4-2 (9-6)
Nearly every Racer played,
the Governors just this week mining that Thomas' shot did
the lone exception being fresh- Samford
4-2 (11-5)
alone, proving after a stretch run get off before the horn and once
Tennessee State 4-2 (7-8)
man Tarnala Wynn.
of
four straight losses, they in the second half to determine
Paige Gulley finished with Murray State
5-3 (11-5)
aren't done yet.
that Austin Peay did not get a
seven points, while Shaleca Eastern Kentucky 3-3 18-5)
"We•se had close games timeout called before a shot
Jacksonville State 3-4 (6-10)
Petty added six points.
before and we were very close to clock violation.
Alain& Lee finished with five Morehead State
3-4 (5-10) winning
those games," said
Kennedy said replay system
and Jessica Jackson had four Tennessee Tech 2-4 (3-13)
Kennedy. "I think where we or not, he just wants the right
Austin
Peay
points.
1-5 (4-11) have done
a better job is defen- call made.
Murray State took a 42-30 Tennessee Martin 1.5 (4-12)
sively. To outrebound Austin
"Get the right call, make the
lead into the kicker room and
Thurealey Jen tO
Peay (30-24) was huge for us right call. We were able to make
Muosnarad Stele 77 Eastern keniuory SO
did so on the strength of 16 Murray
Sena al Awe,Pear 59
and that's something we haven't the right call both times. In most
points in the paint and forced Saneoml 77 Tennessee Stale 57
been doing consistently in our cases, the best team will win
Tennemee Mann Si Erten,tenon 64
Austin Pea), into four turnovers. Tennessee
Tact 71 Jecalsonadle Sarleed
program in a year and a half. when the right call is made.
The Racers, despite being
Salwats Jot It
We're doing it now.
Tennessee Seise at Jacksornalle Sun*
Tonight it was good to see it in
outrehuunded 23-20 in the first Monterad Stele at Tennessee Marian 2 p rn
4p
"Offensively we have been action."
half. shot 42-.9 percent from the Tennessee Tarn at Sandomt
4p
shooting the ball well all year.
Krenescity et Eastern Onus
5 p ri
To counter Carter's 26 points,
floor and were 57.1 from the arc. ESE&Mem
1Ashoun Slate al Amen Posy
5 15 rn
As we continue to get better Tyler Holloway added 16 and
flumes* Jen. 17
while hitting 8-4-9 from the
Swann!ii Wustred Stele
defensively, it will create oppor- Kevin Thomas finished with 14.
4 15 p
stripe.
Jacks:mist Stale el Eastern 5ensacit54 30 p m
tunities
for us offensively."
along with a career high 10
Tenneases
Merlin
at
tkuelin Fee,
5 15 p
Austin Peay settled for 13-of- Eastern
Minces al Tennessee tech
"We're coming together." assists for a rare double-double
5 30 p
34 (38.2 percent) shooting from SE hitt•otan State el Tennessee
Slate 5 30 p,"
Carter added, who missed a that hasn't been done at Murray
the floor and 33.3 percent from
career-h
igh by three points. State in that category in quite
3-point range. The Governors ful."
"We're playing as a team, every- some time.
were 2-4-4 from the line in the
The biggest stat of the night one is knocking down
shots.
Danero Thomas had 12
first half.
was where Murray State capital- Everybody is happy,
so it can't points to round out the double
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray State began the sec- ized on Austin Peay turnovers.
get much better than (right digit scoring.
Ray George dribbles by an Austin Peay defender in the
ond half in the saint way it scoring 17 points off the
now)."
Tony Easley. Ray George and Racers' Thursday night victory over the Governors.
ended the first, scoring the first Governors' miscues, forcing
When asked about the rivalry Tarod Sanders all had four
lise points of the period on a them into IS, while just committhat is Austin Peay and Murray points, while Marvin Williams Peay whittled away at a seven
Hayes jumper and a Gulley bas- ting seven as a team.
point Racer lead at the 12:31
State Carter said, -They were 6- finished with two.
ket to complete an 11 -0 run and
Austin Peay was paced by 0. leading the conference.
mark
after an Easley layup to
We
Austin Pe,ay (10-7, 6-1) was
take a 47-30 lead
Janay Armstrong's 18 points off just wanted to make
make it a 51-44 advantage and
an
example.
led
by
five
players
in
double
fig"I was very pleased with the the bench on 9-for- 17 shooting
OVC(Overal)
Come out and tell them they ures. A bulk of the scoring went tied the game at 56-all with 7:14 School
way we started off the first half to go with seven rebounds.
have to watch out for Murray to Earnest Fields, Alm Walled to plaii after a pair of free throws Austin Peay
6-1 (10-7.)
and the second half." said
Alex Bivens had 10 points. State."
with IS. Derek Wright tacked on • kty "FikItterintINM ‘.. two point, SE Missouri State 8-1 (11-8)
Adams. "I think our defense is while Ashley Herring had a
It Was the 105th meeting 14 points. Drake Reed added 12 60-58 lead with 5:51 to play Murray State
5-3 (8-7)
indicative of how our offense is game-high nine rebounds and
Samtn-c:
4-3 (7-8)
between the two schools and Todd Babington finished after a free throw by Reed.
ran.
three blocked shots and Ashlee Thursday and two telling statisNot to be outdone, the Racers Tennessee Martin 4-3 (8-9)
with 11. Fernandez Lockett had
"I tell Shake:* and Alaina that McGee had a game-high eight tics
came storming back on the heels Tennessee State
were the fact that the Racers 10 points.
3-3 (6-9)
they are our engine and they Wash.
of a 3-pointer by Holloway and Eastern Kentucky 3-4 (6-9)'
are now 8-1 this season when
Kennedy said that trio of
need -to continue to he that in
having a lead at the break. ,To Reed. Lockett and Fields posed then the dagger. a tnfecta from Morehead State
3-4 (5-9):
order for our team to he successtop that. the Racers finished the multiple problems for the Carter, which gave Murray State Tennessee Tech
3-4 (6-11)
the Outnght lead at 64-60 with Jacksonville State 1-6 (112)
contest a perfect 14-of-44 from Racers in the frontcoun.
4:58 remaining.
Eastern Illinois
the free throw line.
1-7 (2-14)
"We had a hard time guardOver the next three minutes
"It was a good win.- Racer ing Drake Reed and Lockett and
Thursday, Jam 10
State 62 Eastern Kentucky 53
coach Billy Kennedy said. "I felt Fields for that matter. Those of action, the Racers made all 10 Morehead
novels State 79 Te1V1035011 Ted) 74
like obviously we heat a very three guys are tough matchups of their free throws, eight of Tennessee Martin 69. Eastern anon to
Stale 55 Swamp 46
good team. We got enough stops for us. But we were able to which came by the hands of Tennessee
Murray Stale 82 Aushn Piny 70
Kevin Thomas.
when we had to. I thought our throw enough bodies at them.
Seturany. ten. 12
I
Thomas said regardless of the Moreneact Stale at Tennessee Megan 2 p(e
transition ball was very good in thought Marvin Williams and
Tennessee Stale at Jackaonyie Skate
4 pan
situation, he had no nerves Tennessee tech at Serretxd
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API -- the
7 p re
Tarod Sanders came in and did a
did
against
the the first half."
Eastern Kentucky at Eastern linos lisp 61
approach
ing
the
free
thow
line.
Kick Pitino has been preaching Alountaineers, they might not
Murray State held a slim 33- really nice job on the defensive
SE Masao Stale at Susan Posy
7 30 p te
And when asked about his
Tuesday, Jan. IS
32 advantage at intermission end. We got enough stops.for weeks that his talented but base to
India11111-SOutt BOrld at Murray State
7 ors
thoughts on the courtside replay
temperamental team needs to
Clark posted his seventh dou- thanks to a tip in by Danero
There were eight ties in the
stop moping on defense when ble-double of the season in his Thomas at the buzzer to help the game and I() lead changes. that was used Thursday night he
"I wish they would have used
things don't go so well at the first game since serving a one- Racers romp into the locker Following the break. Austin echoed something shared by it at Samford"
many Racer fans.
other end of the floor
game suspension for violating
Finally, it seems, his players team rules. sconng 11 points and
are listening.
grabbing 12 rebounds as
!Anus% illc hounded West Louisville used its decided size
From Page 1B
Virginia in a 63-14 win on advantage to shut down the From Page 16
Stallworth finished with 15
Anthony Fisher led die
ulty.
Thursday night. swarming the Mountaineers
Josh Bedwell led the points, and Kenneth Faried Golden
Eagles (6-10, 3-3 OVC)
"Of
course
Mountaineers with a zone
we're looking for Bulldogs with 16 points and added 11 for the Eagles.
Jerrs Smith led the Cardinal.
with 16 points.
defense that harassed one of the with 14 points and Edgar Sosa the best candidate for the school nine rebounds. Travis Peterson
Darnell Dialls led Eastern
Daniel Northern and Frank
Big East's Most dynamic offens- added 10, but It Was Louisville's both as a head coach and as a added 14 more points.
with 16 points while Adam Davis had 14 points each, and
teacher."
Speed said.
es into .36 percent shooting and defense that gave Nino hope
MOREHEAD STATE 62. Leonard and Mike Rose scored Amadi
McKenzie added 12
Speed said she has received E. KENTUCKY 53
season lows in points and 3- Shill his team is finally starting to
15 each.
more.
"a
number
applicati
of
pointers made
MOREH
ons"
EAD, Ky. (AP)thus
deli.Cr On its preseason promise.
Eastern led 21-18 at halftime
Northern also had 14
"It's all about the defense."
"We played a small game, far but said the school will not John Lamb didn't miss a shot after dominating most of the rebounds.
and scored 18 points, all in the half, including a nine-point
lawnsvilk forward Earl Clark except a little at the end." Pitino release names of applicants.
In addition to Lawson, names second ha/f, as Morehead State advantage after a three-point
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY
said. "If we could play like this said. "We changed defenses
es en game, we'd he a great when they went inside. They're garnering mention on Internet fought back to beat Eastern play by Dialls.
Lindy Suiter
team We played hard D. and we a very difficult team to defend" message boards, such as Kentucky 62-53 Thursday night.
Morehead responded by
Kentuck
ypreps.com. include
Lamb was 5-of-5 from the scored eight straight points
played together We can't won)
For one night at least, the
Marshall County assistant Mark floor. including 4-of-4 from 3- before a 3-pointer by Adam
about offense."
Cardinals had the answers.
If the Cardinals 111-4, I-I
Joe Alexander led West Boggess, Henry County (Tenn.) point range, and 4-of-4 from the Leonard with 14 seconds left put
601 /11111111 St.. 753-5142
assistant Cliff Curd and former free-throw line in 10 minutes of the Colonels on top at intermisBig East) can play defense like Virginia with 22 points.
Murray State offensive coordi- second-half play.
sion.
TV, radio
nator Mickey Fein.
Coming off the bench. Lamb
TODAY
JACKSONVILLE STATE
BOXING
Former Murray State offen- played only one minute during 79, TENN.TECH 74
•p.m.
sive lineman Mark Robinson is the first half.
JACKSONVILLE. Ala.(AP) ESP142 - Super middlareachls,
also mentioned. Robinson
Edison Miranda (29-2-0) vs Cared
Eastern (6-9. 3-4 Ohio Valley - Jonathan Toles had 21 points
Banks (15-13-1). at Hollywood. Fla
played at MSU in 1998 and cur- Conference) led 35-28 with to help lead Jacksonville State to
GOLIF
rently serves as head coach at 12:01 to play. but Morehead (5- a 79-74 win over Tennesse
6 p.m.
e
TGc
Jonathan Law High School in 9. 3-4) mounted a comeback. Tech Thursday night.
PGA Tow. Sony Open. second:
round. at I-4onokau
Milford. Conn.
and Lamb's first 3-pointer tied
The Gamecocks (2-12. 0-6
NBA BASKETBALL
Attempts to reach the preced- the game at 36.
Ohio Valley Conference) led 42Including the Treatment of Hearing
ESPN
- Miami at New Orleans
ing men at their places of
Maze Stallworth hit a 3- 37 going into the intermission
530 p.m.
employment were unsuccessful. pointer with 2:45 left to give and won by that same
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
margin.
ESPN - MItivaukee at A Lakers
Morehead a 54-51 lead and setToles was one of five double
Locally
ting off an 11-2 nut to end the figure
scorers
No Referrals Required
for
the
PREP BASKETBALL
Klapper
game.
Gamecocks.
5:50 p.m.
Most Insurance Accepted
WNBS 1340 AM - Murray High
Amadou Mbodji had 19
School boys vs Calloway County HO
'Service After Sale
points and Nick Murphy added
Rei•erly Jones • Audiologist
School
15 more. Will Ginn and Erwin
7:50 p.m.
WNBS. 1340 AM - Murray mean
Patricia Klapper RN • Hearing Aid Specialist
Staten chipped in with 11 point.
'Full Ports Dept
Scliocil gins vs Calloway County i-wan
apiece.
school
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St *Murray KY • 753-3415
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Louisville defense
frustrates WVU in win

•Vacancy

•OVC

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care

Physicians Hearing Center
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Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray. KY 42071
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the first marten ot their ads for any
error. Murray Ledger & Tines MI be
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DEADLINES

I

$8.25 Column inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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Meet the Babies of 2007!

Motto

NOTICE

PUBLIC AUCTION

Neon Beach Mtru Storage
812 Wiutnell Ave.
Saturday, Januexy 12, 2008 • 8:00 a.m.
Units to be mild are A-27, B-28, C-39, D-4 and E-38
due to non-payment.

The City of Murray has the following job opportunity:
Position:

Maintenance Worker

Share your precious new
arrival by submitting a photo
of your baby born in 2007.

Overview of Duties: Install and maintain City of Murray Natural
Gas service and main lines
Department:

BABlEV OF ?oar FORM

Murray Natural Gas

El BOY

Salary Range: Minimum $9.19 per hour (depending on experience) with full benefits.
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NOTICE
All stored items in
Units 7 & 29 at Hwy.
299 Mini Storage have
been abandoned If all
charges of these units
are not paid in full on or
before January 24th,
Hwy. 299 Mini Storage
will have legal possession of all items in
these untts. Sate date
will be posted later.

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat, of the month
I 10 I \I \\Ii I

l<

2p
4p
7pm
7150M
730 p is
7 pin

DAY CARE
TEACHERS NEEDED.
It you love working with
kids call 753-2777.
Must be a high school
grad or have a GED.
Can start immediately.
DAYTIME kitchen hetp
needed. Apply in person at the Big Apple
after 2PM.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
help wanted' section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will he redirected
to jobnerwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the pbnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
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YOU
MSS
UPPERCUTS Nails
Acrylic Full Set: $20
Also Gels. Fiberglass.
Pedicures,
Manicures
1104 Story Ave.
753-2887

ORD BY
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•
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LOST: Mini
Dauschund, female,
black & tan with polka
dot collar. Please call
(270)873-8120 or
(270)293-2623

second
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Parker Ford
Lioxiks-kliereary
body shop seeds*
few good body
men. Please come
by the body shop.

County HO,

Y
County High

HENT
'S

CLAYTON Homes of
Camden seeks qualified and motivated incfor retell salsa.
$80k+ polemist Mown*
possibie. Great bensAts. Sales experience
Nitioked.
431-564-9429
-14CRETE workers
Needed to pour slabs
*sweats, and drivelaws. 270-556-5845

1

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
APPIY all
Wee Care
109 S. 15th Si.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
EXPERIENCED
Dental Assistant needed for busy practice.
Successful candidate
must have excellent
attendance record and
be willing to wort full
time in fun, upbeat.
fast-paced environment. Excellent proiessional and communication aka's required.
Expanded duties CMf•
tificate desired but not
required. Meas.send
resume and references to Human
Resources, P.O. Box
166, Murray, KY
42071.
LOCALLY owned service station looking for a
self motivated, energetic and service oriented individual with
mechanical
minor
knowledge to ill a FIT
position in a fast pace
environment. Apply in
person at 516 S. 121h.
Murray. No phone
alb,*sac
MASSAGE Therapist
Looking for an
person
outstancang
who brings 0mM t°
our
excaing practice If you
are reliable. self-motivated. energetic and
'ploys making a difference in Ms lives of others. Send resume lo
looking2hire•hotrnaitoom

ri

GIRL

NAME OF CHILD

POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME
EMPLOYMENT.
City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance, life
insurance, state retirement plan, wellness plan, sick, vacation and
personal days.

753-1752

ACTUAL SIZE
OF SPACE

Job applications and full job descriptions for the above listed
position are available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall
at 104 N. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have
questions concerning this position, please contact the Personnel
Office at 270-762-0330 ext. 103. Applications can be obtained
online at www murrayky gov and then mailed to 104 N. 5th Street
Murray, KY 42071.
Deadline

for accepting applications 5:00 p.m.

Wednesday. January 16, 2008.
Drug screening will be required of successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

HOME
HEALTH/HOSPICE
REGISTERED NURSES
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
Registered Nurses for our Home Health
and Hospice Department.
Must be a registered nurse licensed in
Tennessee. Home Health and/or Hospice
experience preferred. Will train qualified
candidates.
We offer excellent benefits, a competitive
salary package, sign-on bonus & a career
ladder program. Interested candidates
should send resume or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

Serval] Termite & Pest Control
is currently accepting applications for a termite technician and
an annual termite inspector.
Requirements include:
• Pre-Employment Drug Screening
• Valid Drivers' License
• Obtaining a Certification
(Training Available)
• Crawl Under Houses

060
Help MOW
NEED full-time help
Start immediately. No
experience necessary.
Will train. Hourly plus
bonuses
Signmasters
8503 US Hwy 68E,
Fairdealing.
NOW taking applications tor all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone cells.

Date of Birth:
weight'
Length:
Name of
Parents.
August 22, 2007 •8 lb. 13 or.• 21" long
Danny & Tonya Williams

Name
Phone:
1.

Send $10 payment. photo, name of
baby, date of birth, weight & length,
parents' names* and self-addressed
stamped envelope to:

Murray Ledger & Times
Babies of 2007
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
• no other information will be listed

060
Mk Weald
OTFI dnvers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR.(800)468-6087

INSURANCE CLERK
Insurance Clerk needed to assist in
growing Insurance Department. Must
have knowledge and experience in filing insurance claims. Job Description
includes: Coding, Re-filing claims for
patients, Insurance appeals, posting
reimbursements, etc. Excellent benefits
and compensation package offered.
Applicants may apply in person or send
resume to:

Primary Care Medical Center
1000 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Primary it,
MEDICAL CENTER

Apply in person at:

SERVA
‘
-st//e

fed

,n44,1

939 State Route 121 North
Murray, Kentucky

Arbor Place of Clinton
Has the following openings
CNA'S
Competitive wages
$1000 Sign on bonus
Apply at:
106 Padgett Drive
Clinton, KY 42031
Ph (270)653-5558
Murray Ledger
tic Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGIST
OR MLT
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Medical Technologist or MLT for our
Laboratory Department. Our Laboratory
is accredited by CAP. The position is full
time and is for the 7pm to 7am shift. The
schedule is 7 days on then 7 days off.
Interested candidates must meet the
Tennessee State requirements for licensure of lab personnel.
We provide an excellent salary and benefit package including health, vision, dental, and retirement. Interested candidates
should send a resume or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cowen@hernc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

gal*

Paltikatioa Date: 1 18/08
Dean to submit photo and
information: 1/14/08 at 5PM
For more Information, call
MI Stephan or Joie Brown at 753-1916

Wanted

NEW PAY SCALE!!
Bntthaven of Benton is
currently
accepting
applications for the following positions: Fulltime LPN. We also
offer an excellent benefit package. Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky.
Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE.
PART-TIME baby sitter
1-3 days per week
Monday-Friday before
and
after
school.
Southwest
School
District. My home or
yours. 270-254-0279.
PAYROLL/
Administrative
person with excellent
organizational skills,
knowledge of Quicken
and Excel, good with
numbers, ability to
meet deadlines. Email

Hslp Wanted
SALESPERSON needed for poured in place
concrete walls
270-556-5845
SKILLED care prr
needed to prepare elderly invalid female for
bed after 7PM. Details
and which nights negotiable. Call 489-2103.
SPEEDWAY at 801
Coldwater Road is now
hiring for assistant
manager. FT hours
with benefits. Must fill
out application.
TAKING applications
for full and part time
childcare workers who
are motivated, hard
working and must be
dependable. CDA preferred,
experience
required. Must be
familiar with Stars for
Kids Now requirements. Call 270-7539356

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553
NEED your house
cleaned?
Ref. if needed
759-9031
978-6554

Check out the classifieds at:
www.murrayledger.com

resumes to:

jenniterjohnson @inscr
ibe.us or call
(270)436-2798

TIRED of that small old
dull
routine 7
Britthaven of Benton is
currently
accepting
applications for persons interesting in
becoming a SRNA
(state registered nurse
aide). Along with a
new pay scale, we
offer an excellent benefit package. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE.

1

*
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Position available for
Westside
Baptist
Church Kingdom Kids
Learning
Center
Director. Part time up
to 25 hours/week on
Monday,
Tuesday,
Thursday. For application call 753-8240 or
go by the church office
at 207 Robertson Rd.
South in Murray.

Ea123:3
*subscribe to the

*1

•
* LEmuRRA
DGYER &TIMES *
Home Delivery
3aat.

RECEPTIONIST in a
healthcare office:
Seeking an individual
who has a proven
track record of being
reliable, energetic, and
has excellent communication skills. Must be
highly organized, and
have computer skills.
Send resume 10l00kingt2hire0hotmall.corn.
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
companies.
largest
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required. Training wiN
be provided if necessary. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-R,
Murray. KY 42071.

6.. --$52.511
1 yr.--SW*

Rest of KY/TN
(Meyer &
3 nat.--$70.50
1
/11
6aits....-30
I yr.......--$1211.110

Cheek

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name_
S
Ctit.yAddress
1
State

Zip

I Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to'
1
1
1
1
•

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 41071
Or call (270)758-1510

CLASSIFIEDS
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Finewed
Cesulpealle
Commotion
403 Swarms St
270- 7534824
loon Poem. Creme Pelee
AAA4law wee Sineesee
Nelesere PC & Pao Pepe
1ADAI COMPUTERSSerixa Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140

I W
sale
pock-up or delivery
CM for prices
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424
Hams For Sale

PER SALE
PRICE REDUCED!

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray KY 42071

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heal and Alf
Accepting Appli.4tions

**OWNER
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.J3
FINANCE'"
p.m. to 4 p.m.
No credit check' 2003
3811 2BA doublewide
in Puryear Large deck.
$3,500 down, $495
monthly. Call Ruthie
270-753-2222
64 Hilldale Ln. #30I. Hardin, KY
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check'
for 1. 2 & 3BR apts
Completely
redone
2811 IBA singlewide
NO CREDIT CHECK,
water view, easy boat
Criminal history check required.
ramp access Nice
covered deck 213
Primrose
New
Mon. - Fri.•((AM -4PM ithe
Concord
$2,900
Equal Housing Opportunity
down $450 month
If!!
Call 753-2222
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Cher*, 31311
2 teeth doublemde in
DUPLEX 2811, 284. 1 A&F Warehousing
Puryear Only 4 years
year old. 2209 Bambi
Near MSU $20-50
old
Large
deck
Lane, no pets
753-7668
$3.500 down. $495 (270)376-27
46
month Call Ruthie
(270)641-5653
WIC
(270)753-2222
STORAGE and
FACULTY-STAFF
-OWNER
PROPANE
Apartments
Financing**
119 E Main
University view.
2005 24x56. 3811
(270) 753-6266
appliances. yard
2BA, $5,000 down
Cell (270) 293-4183
mowed nice
$695 00 month Hazel
9am.- 4pm M-F
$500/mo.
753-8096
(270)753-1011

I

Hilldale Apartments

Weld ID"
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks arid
tractors 436-5235
---CAS-1-1 paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray

Call (270)437-4113

SCRAP
CARS
Ac.i tun, Paw
1- C iff(/
WASTE oil wanted.
Will pick up used motor
oil/hydraulic
fluid
Drum exchange Miller
D Farms
270 436 2215

/wades
For Sels

Now Taking Applications

2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manu•
32 Cargo male
factored home Shingle
enclosed trailer, 5th
& vinyl with 10ft front
wheel with 2 7 0004
porch and brick Nailite
axles $7.500
skirting 2BR, IBA
759-4427 or 293-3163
$29.900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment
$308 monthly 1-800455-3001
has over
LIGUIDATION Saks
50 units
M 2006 Homes Must
641S
Go'
Murray
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left Save
CRAF T SMAN
10' Thousands,' Call now
tablesaw on legs, 731-584-9429
direct drive 3HP Like
MOBILE home and lot
new. manual $75
East of Murray
Craftsman universal
Call 270-293-7553 or
miter saw stand AO
615-449-5904
work supports Like
REMODELED
new. S50
Doublewide' 4811
270-873-2029
28A 2 000 Sq Ft .
EXCELLENT stereo
New appliances, 1 3
system. Kyocera 100
acre lot Owner financwatt amp with CD
ing available
player & Klipsch forte
$7000000 cash or
speakers(36-x16)

ABC

16.000 down.
$645irno
270-761-HOME

$550.00

(270)752-5000
FOR-MAL Dresses:
•Dark Green. 7/9. $65
•Chempagne. 14,
cshoes $75
Pool Blue, 14,
w steles. $75.
iiViolet. 14, Witham &
purse. $100
•Baby Blue. 9/10, $65
•Blach 9/10 $65
•VVedding dress slip
16 $20
Can 994-0035
GOLF cart for sale
excellent
condition.
new batteries and
cables. new tires for
$1.200 270-978-1576
or 270-978-1577
HO Tei•Vild081111
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selecton of I-4D televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
also
LO, Toshiba
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment can,
ter
& TV carts
Beasley Antenna
Satellite 759-0901

3811 284 14x70 woe\
tip out $400 monthly
703-4768
NICE 20R No Pets
753-9866

1 Bedroom Apartment
clean and nice. al
appliances including
W/D.
no
pets
(270)436-5496
OR 21a apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
182 BR opts. 1-year
lease 11311 $35000.
21313 $475 00 Call
Haman North Apts
753-7559
IBR. all appliances
University Heights no
pets.
year
lease.
$325trno • deposit

753-4937
1811, low utabes.

no pets $250/mo
753-3949
1864. various locations,
1275-1300 Coleman
RE 753-98913
2 bedroom. WI appliances.
Cambridge
arise 293-6966
2811 20A. gang*, at
1400kances. $660
436-5685
2864 apartments initui.
SATELLITE System
able Great location I
FREE
year tease 1 month
Get a 4-roorn FREE
deposit, no pots
FREE DVR Of HD
753-2905
upgrade
FREE 6
21361
duplex, td011.
months of HD programming
sv410 CA4& appliances tur•
upgrade Get months 3 nished Vwican locations Coleman RE
FREE of HBO A
753-9096
Cin•mar
Programming starts at 113/1 dugs* 505 Vine
129
per mo • S5 00 $250 plue deposit
be local networks Call 492-6225, 519-2702
Beasley Antenna &
2811.
Cut/A.
Sateen, tor more info
near MSU Move in
7596901 or toll tree
free days 753-9098
877455-0901
2811, 2 bath 103
Welch Dr S475/rno •
tjYIji'v,r.$ sta.
deposit 3061. 2 beet,
tangle axle, wee
531 Badey rd $675.
mesh $400 Kathy
1534629
clePoed. appliances
furnished. roce 3452777 or 641•1599
RENTING
OCEANVIEW
TIMESHARE
Tybriss Resort,
wire rybeiss corn.
Tybee Island GA
Apnl 5.12 12-19
Sleeps 6-213R, fullkitchen dining
Scott Owens
270-559-1092
$950Avesk-000

1
1

1

J

LARGE
SELECTION
USED arm IAN( IS
soars() IIOIPSS

(270) 753 1713

314811. 28A evellable
400am:ft
now,
Coismen RE 753-9898
CLEAN. remodeled
quiet 2 bedroom
upstairs duplex for
rushed. $400 Solosx
tree. no pets
4062741

FOR rent: 2911
Duplex. 1302
Valleywood $400 Mt"
761-7355
NOW LEASING
1, 2 5 3bedroorn Arils
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Nonnwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO 01-800-648-6056
UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts is now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments M-W-TH,
8-230 1734 Campbell
St 759-2282 Hearing
Impaired only 1-800648-6056
Equal
'lousing Opportunity

1617 Miller 4811 28A
Newly remodeled, near
university. $700 rent
753-9636
2, 3 & 4811 houses
Lease & deposit
/
required 753-4109

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&I,RENTALS
MIN1-ST0RAGE
Now renting
1 4k died 720 S 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has

units available.
753-2905 Or 753-7536.
PREMIE1
11 --MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate Control

storage
.Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1600 sq ft porno location
Lowe s
Dr
Murray 293-2981
2 car garage with gas
heat Good for car
detailing or body shop

3/2 brick ranch on
Melrose City utilities
and schools All electnc 2 car garage
Large fenced yard
New
central HVAC system
annual lease Ray
270-787-0615

$500 monthly
703-4768
2,000. sg.t1 newly
renovated commercial
building for lease 605
S 12th St. Suite E,
Murray 978-5133
COMMERCIAL blinding. 2.000 sq ft . C*4./A,
4 room. 2 entrance

36314 IBA 306 S 15th
$490'mo negotiable
No pets 759-4828
313A- 28A, all appliances, CJH/A
Hazel,
$525,
references.
deposit, no pets
270-753-1059

common
areas.
kitchen 213A, 218 S
12th Lease and references 731-232-8253
OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme loca-

bon 753-2905.
293.1480

4B11 C/H/A. bordering
campus, newly remodeled 436-5085.
761-6040
LARGE 3-4 bedroom
studio apt. on campus
above Bradley Book
Company Available
January W.S550,rno
no pets (270)293-4602

AKC Registered Lab
puppies ¶0 weeks old
Yellow and chocolate
First
shots
and
wormed
Excellent
bloodlines 5100
731-247-5319

LOVELY 31314 ranch
1/4 mile from Ky Lake
oft Hwy 119, 2 bath,
large 2. car attached
gangs. open concept
Irving area, plus den
NO PETS -Deposit
11.000 monthly rental
S750 711 212-8150

DOG Obedience
436-2858
SHIll-TZU
puppies
dew Clew, removed
wormed current shots
AKC & CKC $250-

5350 270-251-0310

NEON BEACH
AINI-STORAGII
*All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
•
Climate Control

753-3853

STOREWIDE CLEARANCE
at

TIv ,
7
It s So 1Zeal_:

Brand new bock home 2,546 sq. ft. under
roof. 3 bedrooms- 2 1/2 baths, large
custom kitchen wtth stainless appliances,
hardwood floors, 911 ceilings, 2 large
porches with attached patio, 2 car garage
with concrete drive- underground utilities,
city water just minutes from town in
SUmmertleld Estates
121 South off Neale Trail
(270)436-5701 (270)293-6456

Pets I Supplies
TINY Toy Applehead
Chihuahuas 8 weeks
old CKC Registered
Vet checked. 1st shots
Should be 2-4 pounds
$300 436-6367

9 year old AOHA sorra
mare 15 2 hands, very
gentle, great trail
horse, or 4-H prospect
$900 080

rmAc-r•

FARM for lease 83
farm acres available
for cash lease
Located 4-5 miles
southeast of city limns
at Shoemaker and
Harmon Rd. 2 tobacco
barns Bids accepted
through January 31.
Farm Lease, P.O. Box
727, Hopionsville, KY
42240-0727

Homes For Sale

270-293-6091

"OWNER
FINANCE•••
No credit check! Clean
and nice 3BR 1BA
home on lot in Puryear.
1,292 sq.ft., hardwood
floor,
appliances.
$3,900 down, $475
monthly. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222.
WHEAT straw $3 per "OWNER
bale
270-841-1806 FINANCE***
No
mobile number
Credit Check!
Clean & nice 3811 1
430
bath home on quiet lot
Reel Estate
in Puryear. 1.292 sq ft.
hardwood floor, appliances, city water &
Cornerstone
sewer. $3.900 down,
Realty & Rental
$475 month. Call
Rental Property &
Ruthie (270)753-2222
Property Management
2 story 3811 284, 1
SCI's ICC% As ailable
office. 2 car garage.
Call 761-7355
2,400 sq ft living,
wk. konierumeroitry Corn
4.000 total. Landon
Altar,. 1 aNclotet la limes lair
Hills Subdivision.
Ilotonnia Act Notice
(270)210-3781,
All real e.t.a* aivritred herein
(270)559-2032.
nlbot,t
thr Urderai Fair
Ilm.trtg Act. ninth
2/3 bedrooms 2 baths,
o
Illeg.11 to advert.. AM' refer
10
minutes
from
our. limstabon ix drartflunaMurray Full basement,
Kned on rare "Alf relt
oral
hand', ar tarnllaa),ta
large deck with tree
" flJIip.OJ. ongin
jolt,
house, big yard, hardry,to., ans p.abrnirr
.nxxhroatat,on...• dmatnitta
wood floors, tee in
hor
baths, *ash room,
...05, Lan. tornkl ,fin-nrninator
kitchen.
carport.
In the wk. trnla
ad,r0.1,1
Financing available
if ...tate hated
ta,tor,
prOteCtrd
$80,000
270-559• ry1.1.1./' a.
7015. 270-554-0368
aulTt arms
3811 284 brick Newly
mm n al rail.. which
p.Is4401•41 thr tan AI
decorated,
stove.
.in. ilerrh trlorMrd
refrigerator
Large
J.I dneihng. agi,rett‘ed arr
fenced in backyard &
ANC on NI rsfy.a
storage Large trees
•
•urthe
v. ith lam 822 S
9th,
oft
• •os•ng AJsrrt),Ing
Glendale
wilts cuntam SAA
Wait Mien i.70316.4te5
Farm loins Cherokee
Hills Farm 121S. New
Concord 10 miles Iron)
KY Lake Lots of deer,
turkey. good building
111 Kt MA "Is
spots J D Williams
Location. 753-8406 753-4443
tty (*miditiott 81 West Dove Newly
remodeled. brick 381:1
is vs
2BA. hardwood floors.
AiiitiTSA
C/H/A. carport, large
270-761-101 1
yard Only 2 miles east
of Murray MOTIVATED SELLER $92,000.
Lela Property
227-7356 or 293-1041
BRICK 3811/2134 new
LOG CABIN PKG & 1
furnace water heater.
ACRE LAKE
sewer line. ceramic.
ACCESS WITH FREE
windows,
cabinets,
BOAT SLIPS ONLY
paint,
refrigerator.
$69,900. New 2128 sf
stove
1102 Poplar
log cabin Beautiful KY
$135,000
Call for
Lake Excellent
appointment Lynn
financing Call
227-9227 or Chuck
now 615-515-5550
293-0224.
COLDWATER 2/3811.
bnck, owner financing
possible 800-986
2789 Eat 2051
307 acres in the
(Num
Northwest part of
Ill It I I: 11111'
Calloway Co
TWO really nice young
registered Angus bulls
Gentle and will follow
your bucket Low birth
and high weaning
weights will make
either of these bulls a
favorite $1,075 (ea)
270-436-2424

530

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starting at $20
mounted

Call 753-5606

I

laWIRy*Mu
2005 Chevy Equinox.
AWD, 75K
miles,
$9,900.
2001 Chevy 171. 4
door, 139K. $9,300.
2001 Explorer Sport.
97K, $5,100.
2005 Taurus. 153K
road miles, $3,950.
CandK 270-705-5973
anytime.
mew.ckmotorsky.corn
2004 Toyota Rav4 5
Veer'. full power, AC,
AM-FM, CD, 24,000
excellent condi
lion $15,650
436-5610
2001
Suzuki
4x4
Grand Vrtara 79K,
$5,900. mc-motors net
270-376-5626
1989 Suburban 4
wheel dnve. 3rd row
seat Great truck, 110k,
$4.000 080.
978-3067
490
Used Cars

ABC

3301 St Rt 121N.

removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work
4-1 Joe's Mower
repair pock-up, delivery. 436-2867

hoe
BEECHER'S
Handyman Service
Odd lobs. Free esti-

.227-10S7

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng *Decks
*Vinyl siding *All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured

CRIIATIVIS
NUILDINC
Metal buildings, home
additions. remodeling,
vinyl siding, hardwood
flooring. concrete

Affordable rates

474-8555
DAVIS Handyworks.
Small home repairs,
garages, siding, windows and doors, roofing. No lob too small.
(270)227-9484.
DN., HANDYMAN
We do all the odd sobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roots.
decks.
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump gnncling, firewood. Insured 4892839.

53.900 per acre Call
Shannon Imes to see
the plat
270-761 -5700/800972-1394 GAYELEIKE Realty Services
5 to 295 acres Wog
Carloway
Possible
owner financing. 489/
2116. leave message
55 acres prime farm
land 3115 Mitchell
Story
Rd.
SW
Calloway
County.
Good tobacco barn,
well Lots of road
frontage. S275.000
(239)209-3037

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

ROOF
LEAKING?
Call a
professional
435-4645

David's
Home
Improvement

1101fOrlf aom

Need to sell

your

house?

Visa & MasteiCarlAccepie0

731-247-5422
SIMMONS'S

Carpentry &
Handyman Work Free
estimates
270-519-8570
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
ineocareolee de
Readers using this.'
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray.
Ledger & Times, nor,'
any of its employees::
accept any responsibil-..
ity whatsoever for their
.
..
activities.

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Wray Ledger & Times
270-753-1 916
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

When you come back,
catch up on Garfield,
your city council, letters
to the editor, the
obituaries ond editorials.
We'll deliver your
"Vocation Pak"
when you return

Cell us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger& Thies

270-753-1916

leatkri

"Vacation Pak."
j MURRAI

BARBEROSA Cycles
LLC
AN service & repairs
270-382-2444
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David Galftmore. Owner

Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You
It's that rime of year, and
everybody wants to get
out of the house But
before you go, just make
o simple phone call and
ask for "Vocation Pak "
That way you won't
miss o single thing.

20 y
Ky.
announ
tract f

Will Do Insurance Work

Going on
Vacation?
NO bank qualifying'
Rent to own and
owner-financing'
Many homes evadable
Pnce ranges from
$50.000 to
$160.000
Flexible
down payments
and
terms
Callovniy/Mershall Co
wee
270-761-HOME
ow. er•stivioproperty

Local
yahoo
pool Pox
ney Cole
County
and Brett
ray High
Publis
Tabor, a
Murray
calf a
Animal
The
rapher
Birth
It) Tere •
L'urry
Michael

Wale( Damaged ROOM
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Approximately 1 mite
Groat for horses. collie or farming
Owner will possibly
divide ()tiered at

(270) 293-8480

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work S Track

641S

Adttnda,tion 14u•rantrrel

RENTAL OP
MYRNA v
r Continuous Gutters,
Garage Door Service &
Repair
Owner Greg Mansfield

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk.
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs expenence
Anytime 753-9210

ABC

753-1816 227-0611

753-4.144 • 127.5644

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044.

DIXON COMPUTER
C ThivirTinN

•
&M
I iaVyN sIRVICE
Moworik, /Kmiec wing.
Landscaping &
teal Va(uuming

JOE'S JOBS

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Sennce. Complete tree

lot of

83 Chevy Silvered°, 2Liter doesel, new paint
Asking $1.200
(270)328-8099

‘111,1,-,i-. '
•
t -22

753-9562

mates. (270)762-0910.

94 Chevy 1500 Ext.
Cab -- 200,000
miles. 350 V8 -- Great
condition. $2800
(270) 804-3566.
'90 red Chevy LWB
Silvered° 1500 V8.
fool box, towing package Great work truck
$3,250.
753-7861,
(270)293-6115.

753-8087

jobs - big or small

Save me a

1998 Chevy S-10 w/ 4
cylinder. 5 speed. 18
wheels, great on gas,
must sell $2.300 OBO
270-873-7368

& Marble.

Licensed & Insured

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

2003 Dodge Ram 1500
pickup. Quad cab
Silver, auto, air, looks
and runs good. 59.250
270-436-5871,
270-293-9347

759-1151.293-2783
293-2784
Ilimilton (iranite

'95 Nissan Maxima
Black, 4dr • leather
interior Asking $1.800
226-1350

SSSSS

weekly & Spe4:191 pickup..
•locally owned/operated

Since 1986
24 noun mimics
Res,. Cum & Ind

(270)753-6222

BLACK 2000 Ford
F350 Lanat
4WD, super duty
super cab, long bed
excellent condition.
one owner, 58,800
miles.(270)753-5742
978-0444

y

Hill Electric

ALL Carpentry.
Additions, Water &
Termite
Damage,
Decks & Mobile Home
Repair. Larry Nimmo
227-0587, 753-0353

Transportation
means saving
SSSS
1/415 Murray

Murray

rw-4

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

from the new Hwy 80

TWENTY beautifully
wooded acres, only
one had mile from
tile 4•Solway le to)
Ctleary
....,
4
.
Paradise Resort and
Kentucky
Lake
12 to 4
includes several prime
Home Petoe TaN" "•iielzys, (Amps,
budding saes and a
thi nom Seesaw! bow 6,loft Ili hot Shift'
partially
completed
cabin. 162.500
LINIRFLIEVABLE CHEAP PRICES!
270-436-2424

212 Main • Hazel

ia
3.0 m

MEM

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
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IS years ago
Local winners in the Conservation Essay Contest and Jim Claypool Poster Contest were Whitney. Coleman, student at Calloway
County High School, for essay,
and Brett Brown, student at Murray High School, for poster.
Published is a picture of John
Tabor, a pre-veterinary 'student at
Murray State University, giving a
Cillf a meal at the MSU's North
Animal Farm on North 16th Street.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Teresa Bodnar-Curry and John
('urry and a girl to Kimberly and
Michael Holmes, Jan. 7.
20 years ago
Ky. Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
announced today that the first contract for construction of the new
industry and technology building
on the campus of Murray State
University has been awarded by
the State Finance and Administration Cabinet to Crouch Construction Company of Mayfield.
Rev. and Mrs. Joe Pat Winchester have been named as missionaries to Guyana by the Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board.
Births 'tii0oned include a girl
to Sally and Anthony Lamb and
a girl to Tammy and Kenny Clark,
Jan. 7.
30 years ago
A new post office building has
been approved for Murray, but the
date to start construction and location of the building have not yet
been penned down.
In dark fired tobacco sales on
the Murray Loose Leaf Floors, a
high of $144.00 per hundred weight
was reported.
Murray State University Racers lost 67-68 to Tennessee Tech
in a basketball game. Mike Muff
was high scorer for the Racers.

40 years ago
Ed Overbey, local attorney, has
been named to head the fund-raising campaign for the March of
Dimes for Polio in Calloway County.
Specialist Fifth Class Guinn
Jones has arrived in Murray for
a visit with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Holman Jones, after serving
near Saigon with the North Army
Division
Rev. Stephen Mazak. pastor of
Immanuel Lutheran Church, Murray, was the guest speaker at a
meeting of the Theta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
50 years ago
A special called meeting of the
Murray City Council was held last
night at the Murray City Hall to
discuss traffic, lighting and congested sections of the city.
Dr. H.C. Chiles, pastor of First
Baptist Church, Murray. spoke on
"Golden Rule is Best Guide" at
a meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club held at the Murray Woman's
Club house. He was introduced
by Henry Holton, program chairman.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Johnson.
60 years ago
Local 16 of the International
Molders and Factory Workers met
today to have their charter installed
by Frank Volt, international vice
president of the area.
Price Doyle, director of fine
arts department of Murray State
Teachers College, represented the
college at the 22nd annual meeting of the National Association
of Schools of Music at Hotel Sutler,
Boston, Mass.
Rev. Leon Winchester is serving as pastor of Owens Chapel
Baptist Church.

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Jan. II, the
11th day of 2008. There are 355
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 11, 1908, the Grand
Canyon National Monument was
created with a proclamation by
President Theodore Roosevelt. (It
became a national park in 1919.)
On this date:
In 1805. the Michigan Territory was created by an act of Con-

In 1815, Sir John A. Macdonald, the first prime minister of
Canada, was born in Glasgow, Scotland.
In 1861. Alabama seceded from
the Union.
In 1913, the first sedan-type
automobile, a Hudson, went on
display at the 13th Automobile
Show in New York.
In 1935, aviator Amelia Earhart
began a trip from Honolulu to
Oakland. Calif., that made her the
first woman to fly solo across the

Unhappy wife laments lack
of affection in her marriage
DEAR ABBY:"Wilbur" and
I have been together for 25
years, married for nine. During that time we have been
through almost everything.
Abby, I am disappointed in
the man Wilbur has turned out
to be. He does nothing around
the house.
He
does
hold a job,
but that's the
beginning
and the end
of it. On top
of
that.
Wilbur
•
shows
me
no affection.
He doesn't
hug or kiss
By Abigail
me, and he
Van Buren
sleeps with a
pillow between us. I realize
he was never very lovey-dovey,
but now there is no affection
at all.
I dream about being close
to a man, having a companion with whom to enjoy things
in life -- simple things like
going for coffee together after
walking through a flea market holding hands.
Our lives have been intertwined for a quarter of a century. I feel there's nowhere for
me to go. How does someone
in my situation find happiness? -- DISILLUSIONED IN
MILFORD, CONN.
DEAR DISILLUSIONED:
You and Wilbur may have been
together for 25 years, but it
appears you parted ways a
long time ago. In order for

Dear Abby

Pacific Ocean.
In 1942, Japan declared war
against the Netherlands, the same
day that Japanese forces invaded
the Dutch East Indies.
In 1943, the United States and
Britain signed treaties relinquishing extraterritorial nghts in China.
In 1964, U.S. Surgeon General Luther Terry issued the first
government report saying smoking may be hazardous to one's
health.
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there to be sex and affection,
there has to be some sort of
intimacy -- and by that. I mean
communication.
I suggest you begin by asking Wilbur what has happened
to your relationship. If he's
willing to talk, with the help
of a marriage counselor you
may be able to fix what has
gone wrong. I can't promise
you passion, but at least you
won't be acting like cellmates.
If Wilbur is unwilling to
cooperate, then the time has
come to ask yourself if this
is how you want to spend the
rest of your life. Are you better off with him or without
him? If you decide to stick it
out because you "have nowhere
to go," you may have to do
a lot of sublimating. Spend as
much time as you can with
people (or animals) that will
return the warmth you crave.

DEAR ABBY: I'm a single mom with four kids. My
oldest son is dating a sweet
girl I'll call "Renee." The problem is she's always at my
house. She's here when I return
from work in the evenings and
every weekend.
While I don't mind Renee's
presence, I am finding it difficult to constantly feed her. I
can no longer take my children out to eat without offering to include her, and she
always accepts. When I grocery shop, I am now shopping for five kids instead of
just my four.
How do I handle this without hurt feelings? Renee's family has very little money, and
sometimes there's not much
food in their house. Frankly.
I feel sorry for her, but I'm
struggling to feed my own kids
on my salary. i know the lack
of food at Renee's house isn't
my problem, and I feel horrible for thinking the way I do.
Please help. -- STRETCHED
TO THE LIMIT IN ILLINOIS

1
4
7
11

Type
Broom rider
Spellbound
Web page
feature
13 Stretchy
bandage
14 Director
— Kazan
15 Fencer's blade
16 Crater edge
17 Damp and chilly
18 [Joked
an envelope
20 Composure
21 — de plume
22 Make taboo
23 Traffic snarl
(hyph.)
26 Unfamiliar
30 Potato st
31 Kind of storm.
in sci-fi
32 Notch shape
33 Mendicant's
trade
36 Check endorser

OKAY,WE'LL PLAY THREE
TWENTY-MINUTE PERIODS AND
I 6ET TO DRIVE THE ZA/Af3ON !

is called Lipo-Flavonoid. Although.
it does not work 100 percent of:
the time, it is certainly worth a:
try. If it isn't successful. see an
ear-nose-and-throat specialist for
testing and treatment.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I recently read your column for the first
time, and I'm hooked. Your column is now the first thing I read.
(Previously it was the obituaries.) •
I have struggled with my weight
forever. I've never been thin. At
one time I was on my way to a
"thinner me," but that was because
I was working two full-time jobs
and missed most meals. I couldn't keep up that pace, and one
job was eliminated.
The problem I have is that I
can't seem to stick to any diet
for any length of time. I've read
every diet article in magazines,
looking for the thing that will be
the key for me.
There are so many diets, lowcart, no-carb, low fat, etc. What
do you suggest or recommend for
people who struggle?
DEAR READER: Many of
my readers have found success
in losing weight by following my
no-flour, no-sugar diet. (Books
include "Dr. Gott's No Flour, No
Sugar Diet" and "Dr. Gott's No
Flour, No Sugar Cook Book".) It
is more of a lifestyle change,
which makes it easier to stick
with. You can even "cheat" occasionally, and once the weight is
lost, the restrictions can be lessened. 1 believe you will have success on my diet, and I'm sending you a copy of my Health Report
"A Strategy for Losing Weight:
An Introduction to the No Flour,
No Sugar Diet."

I. Vou are declarer with the West
hand at Six Hearts, and North leads
the queen of diamonds. How would
you play the hand?
West
•A 10
IPAJ962
•A K
+A K 73
+Q 1064 2
2. You are declarer with the West
hand at Three Notrunm, and North
leads the queen of diamonds. South
playing the seven. How would you
play the hand?
West
East
•8 5 4 3
•64
•A 3
48 6 5 3 2
•••
1. You are sure to make the contract— es en if y ou lose a trump trick
— provided the clubs are divided 22 or 3-1, since you can eventually
discard your spade loser on dummy's
fifth club. The same is true if the
clubs are divided 4-0 and North has
all four of them, since in that case
you can trap his jack and thus get
home safely.
The only real danger, therefore, is
that South has the 1-9-8-5 of clubs,
so you should plan the play on that

basis. Once you consign four clubs to
South and none to North, it follows
that North is far more likely to be
longer in trumps than South.
Accordingly, at trick two you
should play the ace of hearts, planning to continue with a heart and
finesse the ten. This method of play
makes it extremely unlikely that the
slam will fail.
2. Let's assume you duck the diamond queen and North continues
with the six to South's king. You win
with the ace, and the question is
whether it is better to lead a spade to
the queen at tnck three or cash the AK-Q of hearts in the hope that the
opposing hearts are divided 3-3.
There is no doubt that, percentagewise, the winning play is to rely on
the spade finesse rather than a 3-3
heart division. In the long run. North
will be dealt the king of spades 50
percent of the time, while the hearts
will divide ev
only 36 percent of
the time, so the
e finesse is significantly better.
It is only fair to d that in situations like
the ri t play sometimes to
Tong, and the
wrong p ay sometimes succeeds.
Even so, over the long haul, it is
much better to go with the odds.

or Gott

DEAR STRETCHED:Talk
to your son, specifically about
your budget. It will then be
up to him to set some limits
with his girlfriend. Frankly,
the fact that the two of them
are together every night and
every weekend concerns me,
because too much alone time
could lead to yet another mouth
to feed.
Because food is a problem
at Renee's house, it would be
a kindness to speak to Renee's
mother about seeking aid for
dependent children to be sure
they have adequate nutrition.
The place for her to start would
be the county department of
social services to see if they
qualify.

ACROSS

THAT LITTLE KID WAN75
YOU TO COME OUT AND
PLAY HOCKEY

DEAR DR. GOTT: Golf season will begin again in Indiana
in a few short months. We only
have two smokers in our group
of 20, but every day when we
choose up teams, it seems like
one of the smokers shares a cart
with me.
In a wideopen
cart,
how will the
secondhand
smoke effect
rne?
DEAR
READER:
Secondhand
smoke usually dissipates
within secBy
onds in an
Dr. Peter Gott
out-of-doors
environment, so 1 don't believe
that the smokers in your golf
group will affect your health. Still,
it wouldn't hurt if you and your
nonsmoking colleagues request that
the smokers limit their consumption and smoke several feet away
from the golf action.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Pulmonary
Diseace"Other readers who would
like a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope
and S2 to Newsletter. PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Help! My
ears are ringing and I assume it
to be tinnitus. Is there anything
I can try before seeking medication attention? It doesn't seem to
be bothering my hearing.
DEAR READER: There is a
nonprescription medication that
was devised to treat tinnitus. It

Tomorrow: A backward defensive play.

38
39
40
43

Hard wood
Evergreen
Dolphin habitat
Like bees
and ants
46 Bed support
47 Regulation
48 Vast number
50 Folk wisdom
51 Lubricate
52 Omani title
53 Leer
54 Pacino and Hirt
55 Pronounce
DOWN
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1 Seine moorage
2 Cosmetic target
3 Nudge, perhaps
4 Sultan's
menage
S Like vinegar
12 Reeves
6 Ring thing
7 Overhauled
of "Speed"
8 Mountain range 19 Cut off
near China
as branches
9 ATM codes
20 Duffer's goal
10 Captu e
22 — mot
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MEM 11111
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MOM MEM MIMI
MEd= MI=
MU MINI
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23 Derrick arm
24 Summer drink
25 Jazzy wheel
26 Runway
hazard
27 Dorm climber
28 Slangy
thousand
29 Once called
31 Ready
the press
34 Type of beard
35 Holm or
Fleming
36 Snapshot
37 Develop
39 Turkeys and
ducks
40 King Heralds
capital
41 Block
42 Titled man
43 Travel
by water
44 Poor-box
coins
45 Hen Solo's love
47 Hawaii's
Mauna —
49 Like some
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Confesf Rules
Each business will draw one winner on February 6, 2008 Winners will be notified and
their names will appear in the Murray Ledger & Times on February 12. 2008.There is no
purchase necessary and prizes may be picked up at the business. Employees of the
participating businesses and the Murray Ledger & Times are ineligible.
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